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FIBER & PASSIVE NETWORK
Eliminates trunk COAX and
all standard RF amplifiers

Sumitomo Products & Services
VSB-AM
•Optical TX
Rack & Strand

Digital

Optical Cable

Fusion Splicers

•24 NTSC or 20 BTSC per

•Full line

•Single fiber

•Matched clad VAD fibers

•Multi fiber

•FutureFlex air blown

Connectors
Construction Services

fiber at 2.4 Gbps

High Power Lasers
•Optical RX's

•Add/drop capability
•"Overhead" for voice/data

fiber system

Trunk & Bridger

4> SUMITOMO ELECTRIC
Lightwave Corp.
78 Alexander Drive, RTP, NC 27709, 800/358-7378, Fax 91 9/
541-8297
Member Of The Sumitomo Electric, Ltd. Group
Blown Fiber Technology invented by British Telecommunications PLC & developed & manufactured By Sumitomo Electric Ind, Ltd..
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The Perfect Marriage
of UGH H....,nd AIR.

MC 2.650

UNEQUALLED FOR FIBER-TO-FEEDER TRANSMISSION
• TIME PROVEN COAXIAL PRODUCT
• LOWEST ATTENUATION
• FULL ALUMINUM WALL THICKNESS
• EXCELLENT HANDLING PROPERTIES
• FULLY BONDED ... MOISTURE AND SUCKOUT RESISTANT
Whenever fiber optic cable is to meet coaxial feeder, the airdielectric design of .650 MC 2 assures the most advantagews match.
Produced since 1985, .650 MC 2 is the only coaxial available today that
has the diameter and handling ease of afeeder cable, with the electrical performance of atrunk cable.
Foam-core coaxials cannot achieve the attenuation oe .650 MC'
without increasing cable diameter and sacrificing full aluminum wall
thickness. They simply cannot compete with the time-honored capabilities and economies of .650 MC 2.
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Call or write for free sample and brochure: Trilogy Communications, Inc.,
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, MS 39208 (601) 932-4461 Fax (601) 939-6637
or Call (800) 874-5649
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34 Does Sonet play for cable?
By Roger Brown

As cable operators upgrade their networks, they must choose
whether to utilize Sonet (Synchronous Optical Network) equipment, or aless expensive solution. This story examines the
debate over Sonet: when to use it. and why.

40 Hybrid optical cascades

By Dr. Patrick Harshman, Harmonic Lightwaves Inc.

A new tool available to the cable TV industry—hybrid optical
cascades—can improve network reliability, increase signal quality and capacity, and provide customer interactivity.

50 Telco, cable cooperation

By Alan Stewart, Network Intetjace Corp., and Alan Pearce,
Information Age Economics

The cable TV, computer and telephone industries are confronting one of the most monumental challenges of their existence: how to upgrade their networks and provide avariety of
new types of information services.

28 Nationwide
interconnect heats up
By Leslie Ellis

Operators hope to cash in on billions of dollars in revenue by transporting data, telephone
and video over aweb of optical networks.
This article features an update on regional
interconnects across the country, from technical issues to design considerations.

60 Migrating to passive nets
By Gary Lyons, Scientific-Atlanta Inc.

This article outlines the natural migration of the proven Fiberto-the-Serving Area (FSA) mini-star architecture to apassive
topology.

66 Splice cost considerations

By Douglas E. Wolfe, Corning Inc., and J. Douglas Coleman,
Siecor Corp.

With increased deployment of optical fiber into cable TV systems comes increased splicing, and attendant concern over how
to keep costs in line. Operators must understand how three variables can affect cable TV splicing costs.

72 Breathable fiber enclosures
By George Steenton and David Stehlin, Keptel Inc.

SCIE
I.

As the installation of fiber in the feeder, and possibly in the distribution plant, speeds up, ahost of competitive issues arises.
This article focuses on the use and viability of anew
product—breathable fiber optic enclosures in above-ground
splicing applications—that may make life easier.

•

CED magazine is recognized by the Society of
Cable Television Engineers.

81 IEC celebrates 50th
By Patrick Etchart
The International Engineering Consortium (IEC) is celebrating
its 50th anniversary this year by expanding its focus into the
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Fiber optics:
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opportunity
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uT here's the satellite and broad-

innovation. And we aren't stopping
now. To learn the latest about the
right technology for right now, use
that old tried and true technology
at the bottom of this ad.
Give us acall.

how MSOs regarded frequencyagile performance? Or our spacesaving, cost-saving CSG-60 BTSC
stereo generator? Or the CATV
industry's top-selling IRD, the onerack-high Agile IRD-II?
Standard will help you cope
with the challenges of bandwidth
expansion with our new TVM550
frequency agile modulator and a
changing industry with advanced
technologies like our remarkable
Stratum Series of signal distribution products. Stratum can put 78
channels in asix-foot rack space,
and give you all the status monitoring, redundancy and remote
control you could ask for.
Year after year, Standard has
continued atradition of quality and

YVband technology that bridges
the gap between yesterday and
tomorrow? Right here at Standard.
From our first frequency-agile
receivers and modulators to the
breakthrough innovations of the
still-emerging Stratum series of
advanced network modulation
equipment, Standard has been in
the forefront of headend technology,
offering value, ease of use, space
saving design and exceptional signal quality.
Need examples? How about our
Agile Omni Broadcast series, very
possibly the most acclaimed commercial satellite TV receivers of
all time? Or our TVM series of
modulators that revolutionized

The Right Technology for Right Now.

Standard
Communications
SATELLITE & BROADBAND
puRciciLic -rs
P.O. Box 92151 •Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
310/532-5300 ext. 280 •mu Free 800/745-2445
Fax: 800/722-2329 ribu Free) •310/532-0397 (CA& Intl Only)
Canadian Address: 41 Industrial Pkwy S., Units 5&6
Aurora, Ontario Canada L4G-3Y5
905/841-7557 Main • Fax: 905/841-3693
Sales: 800/638-4741

All the technology
you need.
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How we measure the consistency of our fiber.

MIMI. IMP

Project C-o44 cDap
Cable Reels SC.4-Il A/30124;

SPLICE LOSS REPORT

Splice Loc
Tube Color 8" C.

Blue
Orange

Measured Splice Loss (dB @ 1310 nm)
1st Attempt

2nd Attempt

3rd Attempt

4th Attempt

5th Attempt

.o3
ot

Green

.03

Brown

.o4

Slate
White

.03

How your splicers do.
Cable TV technicians who splice our fiber give us a
consistently good report card. They tell us Corning®

your business — you don't need them in your fiber.)
And your financial wizards will welcome the news about

fiber helps them make low-loss splices — the first time,

the reduced installation costs you can enjoy with an eas-

virtually every time.

ier-splicing fiber.

That doesn't come as asurprise to us. We work especially hard on controlling the geometry of our fiber —

Next time you upgrade, why not go straight to the
head of the class? Specify Corning

the physical dimensions of the glass. The result is a

fiber. And learn how our loss can be

fiber that's consistent and field-friendly, one that splicers

your gain.

sonx1 Loss 11111.011T

We've assembled a free kit for

can count on for quick and easy installation.
Splicers aren't the only ones who give our fiber good
grades. Engineers appreciate the impact of amore con-

the cable TV industry. Just call

800-525-2524

ext.514

sistent fiber on predictable system performance

and ask for literature code SC529.

and reduced truck rolls. (You have enough surprises in

Specify Coming. Fiber you can count on.

CORNING
Circle Reader Service No. 4

How fiber
geometry improves
splicing performance.
CORNING

C OLOR BURSTS

CableLabs issues $2 billion RFP;
MSOs proclaim industry unification
In case there were any doubters out there,
the cable industry brought out its best and
brightest to proclaim their willingness to spend
upwards of $2 billion over the next several
years to upgrade existing cable television plant
to carry telephony signals. Cable Television
Laboratories hosted an hour-long press conference last month to outline its request for proposals for such technology, to which replies
are due Sept. 23.
Joining Labs President and CEO Dick
Green were Dr. John Malone, president and
CEO of Tele-Communications Inc.; Brian
Roberts, president of Comcast; Jim Robbins,
CEO of Cox Cable; and Bill Schleyer, executive vice president of Continental Cablevision.
RFP participants Time Warner and Viacom
were unable to attend the event.
The others were in New York to proclaim
that there is acable industry unification for
entering the telephony business and for developing standards to ensure interoperability
across traditional franchise boundaries. There
also appeared to be widespread support for the
development of adynamic "bandwidth manager" that would allocate spectrum depending
upon the number and type of services being
used in the home.
Indeed, Malone said he prefers to adopt a
"point of entry" approach that would funnel all
incoming and outgoing signals through agateway device located on the side of the home,
thus eliminating set-top devices and making it
easier to interface with consumer electronic
gear. Malone said he believes such adevice,
which would "handle all requirements for all
services" is just two to five years away.
This is adeparture from TCI's present
approach to implementing new services, which
has relied on digital set-tops with high levels
of processing power and resident intelligence.
The company has committed to purchase 1
million digital boxes from General Instrument
and 500,000 more from Hewlett-Packard.
In addition, Malone said the industry could
find success in the telephony marketplace by
focusing on the value cable operators can add
simply by delivering more bandwidth. For
example, he said cable could dedicate 20 kHz
to each voice circuit or offer stereo telephony
to improve the sound quality over those available today. "There are ways to reinvent the
wheel," he noted.
The CableLabs RFP envisions athree-phase
approach to implementing new services, start-
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ing with atelephony "overlay" on top of cable
service, followed by high-speed data and video
telephony coming in later. The RFP has been
sent to more than 100 companies and responses have been received from about 75 companies, according to aCable Labs spokesman.

Compatibility effort winds down,
decoder interface still iffy

As the decade-long struggle to develop a
strategy toward overcoming cable/consumer
electronics compatibility issues winds down
toward afinal(?) ruling from the Federal
Communications Commission, the commission
last month received nearly adozen separate
filings on the issue, as part of its normal reply
comment procedure. More filings, specific to
the proposed decoder interface, were due
August15.
Specifically, the FCC received documents
from the Electronic Industries Association,
Consumer Electronics Retailers Coalition,
Consumer Federation of America and Home
Recording Rights Coalition and Compaq
Computer Corp. The FCC also heard from the
National Cable Television Association, Zenith
Electronics Corp., General Instrument Corp.,
Cablevision Industries, Time Warner Cable
and Hewlett Packard Corp.
Essentially, the most recent filings represent
"the end of the pleading cycle," explained
Wendell Bailey, vice president of science and
technology for the NCTA. The FCC may or
may not concede to the wishes of the various
interested parties, nor does the FCC have to
comply with aspecific response timeframe.
Pleas from the various submissions vary
widely. The EIA, speaking on behalf of the
consumer electronics industry, urged the FCC
to "reject petitions for reconsideration," citing
specifically the separation of security functions
from other features in future decoder interface
modules and restrictions on remote control
infrared codes.
Fueling an already hot debate between cable
and the consumer electronics industry over the
demarcation line between cable services and
television features, the EIA wrote: "If consumers can only obtain decoders that also
include non-security features, the whole purpose of the decoder interface would be defeated, because non-security features would not be
competitively provided."
However, Time Warner's filing argues that

competition is "lessened, not increased" by
prohibiting cable operators from incorporating
non-security related features into the component terminal equipment used in the decoder
interface. Further, Time Warner argued, a
forced separation of security functions and
other features translates into added cost,
because more than one microprocessor would
be needed.
Taking the argument one step farther, the
retailers coalition—perhaps envisioning retail
riches from set-top box sales—thinks decoding
functions used to make scrambled programming watchable should be separated not just
from future decoder interfaces, but from future
set-top boxes, as well. In its filing, the CERC
recommended asolution that requires "the
same modularity in set-top boxes as the
Commission has required in the decoder interface."
The decoder interface, asubject that epitomizes the opposing viewpoints of the EIA and
the NCTA, will make up the bulk of ajoint
NCTA/EIA engineering committee recommendation, which was due to the FCC August15.
As of press time, Dr. Walt Ciciora, chairman of the decoder interface subcommittee
and an expert on the compatibility issues, wasn't sure whether the draft specification would
be submitted in its entirety. "We'll probably
submit it with two holes," said Ciciora. "One
is whether or not the specification is digital,
analog or ahybrid of both. The other is the
compatibility between the plug-in module and
the consumer electronics product."
These subjects have been the focus of
lengthy and sometimes heated debate between
the two organizations, say insiders.

ANTEC grows company via
several new acquisitions
Making good on his statements of afew
years ago, John Egan, president and CEO at
ANTEC, has announced four new acquisitions
and one major investment in the past several
weeks that enhance the company's product and
service line.
Egan, who told Multichannel News acouple of years ago that he intended to develop
more products under the ANTEC umbrella,
announced that the company has purchased
Engineering Technologies Group, Keptel
Corp. and Power Guard, and made aminority
investment in Sumitomo Electric Lightwave
Corp. Several weeks ago, ANTEC announced
the acquisition of Atlanta-based Electronic
System Products, aresearch-and-development
company.
The acquisitions represent ANTEC's com-
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Connect With ANew Number.

1-800-639-CAW
Here's the number you've been waiting for — abrand new line that puts you
in touch with achoice of winning solutions.
A network of 10 distribution centers to deliver product where you
want it, when you want it
A broad line of products to keep pace with your emerging needs
An experienced cable television industry team that understands
your challenges

For anew choice in CATV equipment distribution, call abrand new number now.

ATIVe

Sprint
North Supply
Be awn,nou:

1-800-639-CATV
Circle Reader Service No. 6
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SPOTLIGHT

Afresh-faced, high school junior, soldering certificate

in hand, Ken Pyle entered the cable industry with a
running start—and he hasn't stopped since. Fate took
him first to Tom Olson's Tomco,
where Pyle quickly learned the business from the ground up, starting off by
assembling cables and graduating into
actual product engineering. Pyle
worked on everything from agile
upconverters to an automatic nonduplication switcher that would compare two channels. And he liked it.
Today, as video product manager for
Raynet Corp., he is involved in the definition of the company's broadband
product line—helping mastermind which
engineering designs are manufactured
and built, soliciting feedback from customers, placing the product in abusiness
perspective and supporting sales with
technical product presentations. He's
quick to give due credit to his colleagues, characterizing his current position as being amember of ateam effort.
For someone of his youth, Pyle has
been involved with adizzying number
of companies in avariety of positions.
He has also seen his share of mergers
and takeovers. His first job, at Tomco,
led to slightly bigger projects when the
company was purchased by Catel. In
1984, he went to Quante, where he
experienced one of the defining
moments of his career.
Signing on at Quante, Pyle had the distinction of
being the seventh employee to join the company. As
field service engineer, he was ajuggling jack-of-alltrades, working on PC layout, system tests, board tests,
"whatever." The company was also one of the early
entrants into multimode technology. "(Bigger fiber) is
easier to work with—you can even connectorize it...
but it does give you alot of problems that don't exist
in singlemode fiber, like nodal noise," says Pyle. He
quickly discovered that although digital was supposed
to be, "you plug it in and it works," it didn't always.
And that defining, life-altering moment? Pyle discovered that the cutting edge of technology can rapidly
become the razor's edge when he "single-fingeredly"
knocked out service to 167,000 subscribers while
working at Quante. Characterizing it as the low-point
of his career, Pyle was checking out aboard with an
oscilloscope test probe one Thursday afternoon around
3p.m. when the probe shorted across the power supply, ultimately taking it out of commission.
Around 5p.m., the general manager started to receive
calls from customers who had set their VCRs in anticipation of atasty weekend preview. Fortunately, Pyle, afactory rep, and the actual operator were able to bypass the
injured power supply, thanks to afrenetic effort in using

Ken Pyle:
Off to a
running
start

By Dana Cervenka
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microwave for one or two channels and by running electrical wires across the room. As it turns out, the GM had
asense of humor, the power was only down for 30 minutes, and anew power supply arrived over the weekend.
Not only did he demonstrate acool head and alot of
ingenuity, but Pyle also had a"great weekend," even
though he was charged with babysitting the system.
At that point in his professional life, Pyle decided to
return to school and build on his associate of arts
degree in math, graduating from California's San Jose
State with an economics degree, math minor.

Iwant my rocket TV
While attending college, the ambitious Pyle began
working part-time at ¡SS Engineering for his long-time
friend, Norman Gillaspie. During his tenure at ¡SS,
Pyle worked on aprecursor to video on demand: afactory automation project which allowed workers who
were building rockets to order up videos of each
model, all while sitting at their PCs.
It was also while he was at ¡SS that Pyle contributed
to the downfall of western civilization, having ahand
in building PC receivers for the in-store audio networks that broadcast "elevator" music.
By now well-entrenched in the industry, Pyle went
to work for Comlux (now C-Cor/Comlux), where he
had the distinction of being the first employee to
receive apaycheck. In his capacity as product manager, Pyle worked on alot of "fun" projects, including
digital video transport.
In his professional community, Pyle is committed to
the exchange of ideas and information. A member of
the Society of Cable Television Engineers (SCTE), he
has given talks to local SCTE chapters, has made presentations at the National Fiber Optics Engineering
Conference (NFOEC) and has co-written six technical
papers, as well as several articles for CED. The body
of his work encompasses arange of topics, from T-1 in
CATV applications to agile modulator review and
Ethernet extensions.
He's equally versatile in his off-hours, as both adevotee of country music videos and self-appointed softball
"czar" of the "Half-Fast Batters," the company team. As
for his home life, Pyle has lots of family members instate, but counts among his pets only dust bunnies.

Channel surfing
In conversing with Pyle, it quickly becomes apparent
that he is intrigued by technology's effect on society.
"I'm looking forward to the day when Ican sit back in
my lounge chair, and instead of turning on my computer and trying to access Compuserve through abunch of
arcane commands," he explains. "I look forward to
being able to channel surf in the Barcalounger."
And as for his personal future? "I don't think Iwill
ever get into aroutine, the way the industry is changing, everything is changing," predicts Pyle. "As long as
Ican continue doing new things, having new challenges, I'm looking forward to that." CIED
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The New
Pay-Per-View
Customer:
You've Got a
Lot on Me lia

C

able operators are discovering valuable new

revenue sources, including pay-per-view and local

advertising. The success of these ventures depends on
the satisfaction of early customers. That's why it is
imperative that special care be taken to protect revenue

The Alpha CFR Series UPS—available from 600VA to I5KVA.

producing equipment such as pay-per-view and ad

•Maximum Power Protection

insertion hardware.

Protects criiical revenue producing equipment

Alpha CFR uninterruptible power systems provide
isolated, sine-wave power without interruption. With

Complete Power Conditioning

power ranges available from 600VA to 15KVA, you can

Provides clean, reliable, uninterrupted power

protect selected critical equipment or provide full protection for the entire headend. When used with generator

•Extended Backup Power
Backup power with full generator compatibility

backup, the Alpha CFR provides uninterrupted operation
while fully conditioning the generator power.
With revenue growth so important, now is the

•Reliable Power from the World Leader
The world's leading supplier ofpower for
cable television

critical time to focus on reliable power.

For more information on Alpha's complete line of
CableUPS@ products, call: 1-800-421-8On
With sales and service offices throughout the world
United States
Alpha Technologies
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98226
Tel: (206) 647-2360
Fax: (206) 671-4936

Canada
Alpha Technologies
5700 Sidley Street
Burnaby, B.C. V5J 5E5
Tel: (604) 430-1476
Fax (604) 430-8908

United Kingdom
Alphater U.K
5The AstraCentre,
Edinburgh Way
Harlow Essex CM20 2BE
Tel: 44-279-422110
Fax: 44-279-423355

Germany
Alphatechnic
Hansastrasse 8
D-91126 Schwabach
Germany
Tel: 49-9122-997303
Fax: 49-9122-997321
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Middle East
Alphatec
P.O. Box 6468
Limassol, Cyprus
Tel: 357-5-375675
Fax: 357-5-359595
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More of What You Buy
Backup Power For.

BUILDING THE DIGITAL NETWORK

No ONE KNOWS WHAT S
HAPE
THE FUTURE WILL TAKE,
BUT ONE PIECE
WILL LOOK LIKE T
HIS.

Interactive TV, data, distance learning and ATM services —each will put
unique bandwidth demands on your evolving network. Fortunately, S/DMS
TransportNode's highly flexible SONET architecture is designed for your future.
For more information on how our SONET solutions can help
put your network into shape, call 1-800-NORTHERN.

The Digital Network: We're Here To Get You There.
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After years and years of activity in the digital vs. ana-

log standards issue, Imust reluctantly admit that times
are changing. This admission comes after attending the
most recent NCTA engineering committee meeting and dealing with ahighly-charged discussion about the role of
digital standards-setting groups and the
cable industry. During that meeting, it
was decided to form astandards subcommittee.
The fact that this issue came to such
ahead is indicative of the level of
interest (or is it just pure activity?) that
has recently surrounded the issue of
digital standards. Idon't need to reiterate for this audience the fact that the
standards-setting debate revolves
around whether or not it's good to set a
standard which allows, simply because
of its existence, manufacturers to build
equipment, and purchasers to find
equipment they know meets certain criteria.
But the other side of the argument is
that if I'm forced to set astandard, and
someone has abetter idea the following
week, it's unlikely that the new idea
will be listened to or considered by
anyone. This debate is as old as technology itself, and it's always had some
relevance to some of us.

Let's put
the cart
behind
the horse

Digitize me
'By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA
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Why then, is there such an incredible interest in
standards and such abig effort by so many groups to
force standards on the digital video world? Part of the
reason, Ibelieve, is because "digital" is breaking out
all over. Indeed, while the idea that we could digitize
analog signals and manipulate them in avariety of
ways is not new, the cost of transistors, memory and
circuitry to process these digital manipulations has
become so low that everyone believes we can—and
should—digitize virtually everything.
Why this is so is better left to other discussions. But
suffice it to say that this interest in easy accessibility of
signals to processing in adigital domain has led to
great fear from government and some industries that
someone, somewhere, will be prevented from accessing aservice, or being connected to anetwork, unless
there are standards.
The problem with this is that there are at least 400
standards-setting committees involved in avariety of
issues that could directly affect the cable industry's
business practices. With that many people working on
that many issues, doesn't someone somewhere see that
this whole effort has gotten way out of hand?
Irecently attended avery high-level and useful
meeting where about 35 organizations came together to
discuss the standards-setting issue. The general idea

CED : C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN

was to begin consolidating some of the activities to
focus them toward identifiable goals.
After the better part of aday, which was filled with
different viewpoints and featured vigorous discussions,
it was suggested that there were already too many
issues on the table, and that the best way to make any
headway was to form about nine—you guessed it—subcommittees.

Get used to the idea
In my opinion, the cable industry has traditionally
not had the available resources in the form of qualified
personnel to attend these standards-setting meetings.
That is not likely to change anytime soon. With so
many committees setting so many standards, one could
fear being overwhelmed. Icould say that the nice thing
about standards is that there are so many to choose
from.
Idon't believe standards are necessarily bad. Ido
believe, however, that the timing of astandard and its
relevance to aparticular service are of absolutely critical importance. We should not be setting standards and
then seeing if we can find amarket for them; we
should instead be trying to figure out what we can
offer to our customers and give them products that are
acceptable, attractive and valuable.
If there are standards that make that job easier or
more repeatable, more reliable or of higher quality,
then we should seek them. Too many standards-setting bodies are trying to do this the other way
around.
I'm always troubled by groups loaded with people
from other industries who decide that the cable industry should do things differently. This is especially
harmful because the cable industry typically has little
or no active participation.

Taking inventory
What the industry needs is someone who could
simply inventory all the standards-setting groups that
are currently meeting and report on why they are
meeting, the progress they have made toward their
goal, which deserve our attention and which could
benefit from the application of additional resources
from our industry.
Whether we like it or not, the cable industry is going
to be working on standards in the future. The engineering committee's decision to establish asubcommittee
to work on standards has as its first goal the point I've
just made: inventory the standards-setting activities and
identify those activities which may be of interest to the
cable television industry. Then seek guidance from our
principals and business leaders as to which ones we
should attempt to influence.
So now there's yet another standards-setting group
starting up. Only this time, Ihope it can be one that
will try to identify problems we have and the need for
solutions—before we set off to define how anything can
be done. CED
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¡he National Information Infrastructure (NII) today is a
diverse set of communications networks, carrying
diverse types of information and using different technologies, different access philosophies
and different security techniques. The
Clinton Administration is pushing for
interconnection, interoperability and
widespread access. Only recently has it
given any thought to security. Industry
has argued that security and commercial
operations are closely intertwined. But
there are types of commercial operations that are less worried about security.

Security
issues
and
the Nil

By Jeffrey Krauss,
polishing apples in the
information supermarket
and President of
Telecommunications and
Technology Policy of
Rockville, Md.
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Types of security

There are two important types of
security associated with electronic
information: access control and copy
protection. The cable industry uses a
variety of hardware-based techniques
for access control: scrambling of individual channels, trapping, even disconnecting the drop wire when asubscriber
"unsubscribes." Computer networks
usually rely on software-based techniques such as passwords for access to
the network, and sometimes encryption
of individual files and messages.
Copy protection, on the other hand,
is arelatively recent entrant in the
security wars. Copy protection of analog video recording has been used for
about five years. Copy protection of digital audio
recordings, using hardware techniques, recently
became apart of the copyright laws. Of course, the
copyright laws have always restricted the copying of
printed information, but the widespread deployment of
electronic copiers has made enforcement virtually
impossible.
Most access control techniques and copy protection
techniques have been defeated by pirates and hackers.
To the best of my knowledge, the latest version of
VideoCipher-RS scrambling and the encryption system
used by DirecTv for its DBS service are still secure, at
least for now.
Password-controlled access to computer networks
has repeatedly been defeated in recent years, for example, by the use of "sniffer" programs that intercept the
login sequences and make copies of the passwords.
Copy protection of digital audio is accomplished by
"tagging" the audio recording with abit pattern that
indicates whether copying is permitted, and then
requiring (by law) that any device capable of recording
the digital audio bitstream must not copy those audio
recordings that have certain tags. But there is no technical protection against apirate modifying the bit pattern of the tag—it's illegal, of course, but easy to do.
In mid-July, the government held its "NH Security

Issues Forum" to give industry groups the opportunity
to present their views. There were representatives of
the banking industry, computer industry, libraries,
health services, entertainment and publishing industries. The entertainment and publishing groups, in particular, underlined the need for security in acommercial environment where information (the legal term is
"intellectual property") is distributed to subscribers.
Security for intellectual property is necessary in order
to assure compensation, and this serves the public
interest because compensation encourages the creation
of new intellectual property.
There has been asuggestion to change the copyright
laws to take into account the new networking technologies. In particular, the "fair use" concept in the copyright laws is under review. As more and more works
become available on-line (sometimes solely on-line),
there is afeeling that researchers, students and the public should have the same right to browse on-line that
they now have to browse printed materials in schools
and libraries. This may protect against becoming a
nation of information "haves" and "have-nots." But
applying these concepts to digital on-line information,
while retaining security, may be difficult to achieve.

Electronic publishing
One group that testified at the NIL Security Issues
Forum was the Creative Incentive Coalition. This
group is comprised of newspaper and magazine publishers, information (database) vendors, broadcasters
and motion picture producers. From the cable industry,
it includes Viacom, Time Warner, Times Mirror, Cox
and General Instrument. The coalition represents those
who create programming and information products,
and intend to sell these products to on-line subscribers.
But Ihave afriend, amagazine publisher, who has a
different perspective. She has developed an on-line
information product. She is happy to give it away.
She'd like to have it copied and redistributed as widely
as possible. She makes money by selling advertising,
not by selling access. The advertising is embedded in
the programming, just like MTV's logo. Of course, as
her products develop a"brand name" and consumer
demand increases, she may decide to charge for subscription access as well as carrying advertising.
In television today we have three economic models:
broadcast television, which is supported by advertising
rather than subscription fees; premium program services like HBO, which are supported by subscription
revenues; and those that fall in between, satellite delivered channels that both carry advertising and charge
for subscriber access.
On-line services will probably develop in this same
way. On-line programmers and information services will
decide, based on their costs and their evaluation of market demand, which model to choose. One of those costs
that must be considered is the cost of security: hardware,
software and enforcement. That's areal cost. Sometimes,
giving it away free does make economic sense. CED
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CableLabs officials
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What would happen if two core technologies

of future full-service networks, namely
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and the
Moving Picture Experts Group's MPEG 2
standard, didn't get along very well?
Sounds serious, right?
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ATM Forum, through standards bodies and in
direct contacts with vendors—for an open-systems approach to ATM-MPEG 2"mapping"
that won't force the cable industry to rely
solely on proprietary vendor solutions.
("Mapping" refers to the way in which one
data format is enveloped in another, more
global format—like containers loading onto a
container ship.)
The two outstanding mapping issues are
cell loss and cell-delay variation, explains
Rhonda Hilton, who represents CableLabs
before several ATM-related groups.
Parameters must be defined in both these
areas if an FSN is to avoid degradation or outright failure of an FSN-delivered signal,
according to Hilton. "When somebody in a
home says 'I want to view afilm,' amessage
has to go through the network saying, 'This
person wants to view afilm, let's get the video
on demand-quality connection set up to this
person's home.' That will probably imply a
certain amount of guaranteed nearly error-free
transmission, in addition to low delay. It is
these kinds of quality-of-service parameters
that should be established."

CableLabs is concerned about ensuring
interoperability of MPEG 2, the industry's
emerging video compression standard, and
ATM, the favored high-speed link layer cell
technology.
And CableLabs is pushing—through an
organization of vendors and users called the

The main potential cause of cell loss is that
"MPEG 2's 188-byte payload and ATM's 53byte cell do not necessarily map neatly,"
Hilton says. "You go over acell boundary and
it fills up more than one cell"—potentially
causing apicture to break up if asingle ATM
cell carrying key MPEG data is lost.
ATM Adaptation Layers (AALs) are ways
of mapping ahigher-level protocol onto the
ATM protocol. The MPEG transport stream is
such ahigher-level protocol—specifically, a
Layer 4or Transport Layer protocol in the
well-known, seven-layer ISO data communications protocol chart. The ATM Forum has
been trying to agree on and recommend to
standards-setting bodies the best AAL for
MPEG 2-to-ATM mapping.
(Figure 1conveys asense of this "mapping" process, showing the interfaces and
functionalities associated with both the ATM
and MPEG 2levels of the architecture.)

"Smoothing"
When the transport of ATM cells is delayed
in aswitch or elsewhere in the network, the
resulting "jitter" can degrade or freeze asignal
or even cause the receiver to think it has lost
the feed, explains Hilton. Delays will vary in
length according to the remoteness of the signal source or the time of day.
"Transporting amovie in prime time could
be very different from transporting it in the
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Table 1
Bandwidths Associat
with MPEG 2Transport
4Mbps
6Mbps
Studio

9Mbps

MPEG 2"Main Profile"

15 Mbps

HDTV distribution

18 Mbps

Source.. CableLabs

middle of the night. At 7:00 in the evening, the
cells to agiven location will be far less likely
to all have exactly the same flow throughout
the whole evening," Hilton said.
CableLabs sees its role before bodies like
the ATM Forum as "stating our requirements
and the developments in our industry, but letting (these groups) work out the implementation of solutions. We try to make contributions
toward expedient solutions," Hilton says.
In July, for instance, Hilton and CableLabs
Vice President of Engineering Dr. Rich Prodan
submitted a
paper to the
ATM Forum's
Services
Aspects &
Applications
Subworking
Group. It noted
that for all
MPEG 2data
rates—ranging
from 4Mbps
for entertainment to 18
Mbps for HDTV (see Table 1)—"the bit-error
rate should correspond to amaximum of one
error event in 15 minutes."
The paper also discussed several reasons
why cell loss, alone, is of limited value as a
performance parameter. It also examined ways
in which ATM cell-delay variation could be
kept from harming the delivery of video signals. Hilton also represents CableLabs on a
newly formed group within the ATM Forum
studying the needs of residential and small
business users.

Hilton thinks

getting atimely
solution to the

mapping issue
will be

"an uphill battle."

but will involve working with vendors so they
get product to cable operators." Ideally, she
says, the mapping solutions should come from
formal standards bodies, such as the
International Standards Organization and the
International Telecommunications Union.
Hilton calls it "a good trend" that traditional
cable vendors, in particular, General
Instrument and Scientific-Atlanta, have joined
the ATM Forum and have begun actively par-

•

ticipating.
The ATM-MPEG mapping process is "a slow
courtship," says Hilton. "Delays in mapping will
make both protocols less desirable to the cable
industry. It's not just that you miss out in synergy; the longer we wait, the higher the risk in
deploying one or the other or both."
CED
This article was prepared specially for CED
by Bob Wells on behalf of Cable Television
Laboratories Inc.
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National
Interconn
activity
heats

From San Francisco to
Pennsylvania, regional

interconnects are taking hold

By Leslie Ellis
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L

ike Charlotte's famous web, cable operators from
coast to coast are gearing up to weave optical networks
that link systems within towns, boroughs, counties,
cities and states.
Cable's goal is anything but humble. In return for
transporting data, telephone and video over the interconnected web of interlinked systems, operators hope
to cash in on terrifically high revenues.
How high? Telephony alone could reap multiple billions of dollars from the effort, industry executives predict. Certainly, current regulations restrict operators
from providing dialtone service in most areas, but
judging from a$2 billion RFP issued by CableLabs
last month for telephony-over-cable equipment (see
related story, p.10), operators are confident those barriers will soon dissolve.
Economies of scale also play acritical role in
regional interconnects, operators say. As afirst step
toward regional system interconnection, MSOs nationwide are actively collapsing multiple headends into one
or two "master" headends that feed smaller distribution
hubs via optical fiber paths.
"Two or three years ago, the question was not if, but
why headends should be interconnected," says Andy
Paff, executive VP of strategic planning and technology_for ANTEC. "These days, the 'if' question is obsolete, and the 'why' question is obvious."

The number-one issue tin heaciend consolidation) is
always economics," says Charlie Cerino, director of
technical operations for Comcast Corp., which is considering headend consolidation in six Detroit communities and in Indianapolis. "With fiber improvements,
it's becoming more and more feasible to run larger systems from one place, where you build asuperheadend
instead of the redundancy and cost associated with five
identical facilities."
Also, asuperheadend can process digitally compressed MPEG-2 video, electronic program guide,
games, digital music services or other signals onto a
fiber ring using variable rate multiplexers, which format lower-speed, non-standard rate data streams into
packets that ride within higher-speed, standard-rate
data streams, says Paff. The variable rate multiplexer,
in turn, connects to aline card customized for the
application, which spits out ahigher and standard-level
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Across the
nation,
headend
consolidation
is becoming
acommon
consideration
in technical
plans

data rate.
At aremote hub site connected to the master headend, the digitized, compressed and multiplexed bit
streams undergo an opposite process, then are modulated onto acable channel for delivery to set-top boxes,
Paff explains.
Generally, says Cerino, master headends are large
enough to house the needed additional laser transmitters, video on demand, signal processing gear and
advertising insertion hardware. It is the latter category
that stands to provide the kind of terrific—and as yet,
unregulated—riches operators are seeking, says Paff.
"Ad insertion revenues, at this point, are much bigger than commercial telephone or alternative access,"
Paff says, particularly if ads can be segmented for niche
delivery to subscriber nodes. "The economics are interesting, especially with aconsolidated ad system. Instead
of disparate systems in each headend, with asuperhead-

end you can have one central system that feeds nodespecific ads to specific demographic markets."
For example, says Paff, advertisements specific to
one or more hubs on an optical fiber ring could be
stored at the master headend, then transmitted to hopefully transfixed eyeballs at the appropriate time.
And, Cerino says, headend consolidation supported
by route redundancy significantly fortifies signal reliability. "Short of getting hit by anuclear bomb right next
to the headend, you're OK," says Cerino.

Anationwide trend
Across the nation, headend consolidation is becoming acommon consideration in technical plans, operators say. For example, in San Francisco, operators TCI
and Viacom are building an optical ring to encompass
the headends in and around the city. Nearby, in
Intermedia Partners' territory, the MS0 has already
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consolidated six community headends into
one. That one headend also houses alternate
access carrier Teleport.
The list goes on and on. In New England,
Continental Cablevision is working to link 1.2
million subscribers within Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Maine and Connecticut; in May,
Greater Media Cable added another 152,000
subscribers to the effort within its Worcester,
Hampden and Hampshire, Mass. counties.

In the Dallas/Fort Worth area, Sammons
Communications is acting out aplan to collapse 12 headends into one; Jones Intercable is
weighing the feasibility of digital optical rings
around its Chicago systems.
MSOs including Adelphia Communications,
Newhouse Broadcasting, Metrovision,
Wometco and Time Warner Cable are also
considering or acting on headend consolidation
plans.
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Technical issues also play arole in regional
interconnect projects. Because of that, says
Wendell Bailey, vice president of science and
technology for the National Cable Television
Association, the NCTA engineering committee
recently activated aregional interconnect subcommittee. The committee's job, says Bailey,
is to identify the technical questions related to
interconnects—then to answer those questions.
The group has met twice and has the list of
questions in rough form, says Bob Harris, a
senior engineer with C-COR Electronics who
is moving to Northern Telecom.
Once the headends are consolidated and
linked with fiber, operators can start planning
for metro area networks, which use fiber to
link businesses and other facilities within cities
to amultiple operator network, explains Ron
Cotten, president of Engineering Technologies
Group.
The holy grail: aweb of interconnected systems, regardless of MSO ownership, which
can carry data or local voice traffic within a
region or hand it off to the public switched
telephone network for carriage to long distance
carriers.
It's aconcept which some see as the only
way to combat burgeoning telco overbuilds.
Like the "eye for an eye, tooth for atooth"
adage, operators facing telco overbuilds are
eager to nab telephone revenues as soon as
possible.
At press time, cable MSOs faced telco overbuilds in more than two dozen U.S. cities. Cox
Cable, for example, is being overbuilt "from
coast to coast," said VP of engineering Alex
Best at the Eastern Show last month.
"In Virginia Beach (Va.), it's Bell Atlantic.
In Omaha, it's US West. In San Diego, it's
Pacific Bell," Best said. MSO giants ICI and
Time Warner also face telco rebuilds. Hence,
the push into telephony territory.
"Telephony could be amodel for anybody
playing defense," says ETG's Cotten. "Cable
has the broadband local loop, but no interconnectivity between systems to compete directly
in the phone companies' core business: telephony." The real driver of interconnects, then,
will be telephony, Cotten predicts.
Cotten should know. For the past nine
months, he has spent considerable time on all
fours, literally crawling over giant:sized maps
of Pennsylvania that are spread out on the
floors, walls and any other available surface of
his Denver-area office. The project: FiberSpan
Pennsylvania, perhaps the most aggressive
interconnect study commissioned in the cable
industry to date.
That study is now complete, says Cotten.
Pending FiberSpan approval, the next step is a
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High on
the list of
concerns
is the cost
of carrying
digitized
video from
city to city.
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detailed engineering study; if that proves economically
fruitful, FiberSpan will evolve the study into abusiness
plan.
While results of the ETG report haven't yet been
made public, Cotten was willing to discuss some economical and technical ramifications which will likely
apply to other operators considering an interconnect.
High on the list of concerns is the cost of carrying
digitized video from city to city. Using ahypothetical
model of 6,000 simultaneous digital video streams
requiring transport from one city to another, Cotten
says, the cost could well fall in the $3 million range.
"A video signal compressed at MPEG-2 rates takes
up about 4megabits," explains Cotten. "If you use OC48 terminals at each end—which cost in the range of
$180,000 each—you can carry about 600 simultaneous
video streams." To handle 6,000 simultaneous streams,
then, the operators involved in Cotten's hypothetical
interconnect would need 10 OC-48 pairs, at acost of
$3.6 million—and that's just for transportation.
Costs for digital video transport on optical rings
"can get ugly," agrees ANTEC's Paff. "There's no
product today that's economically feasible for Sonet
delivery of entertainment video," says Paff (see related
story, page 34).
"Video carriage, at this point, gets into the megaexpensive range," Cotten says. "That's why when tel cos talk about over-provisioning (telephone interconnects) by 50 percent, they don't need as much fiber as a
cable operator would need to do the same thing for
broadband. Cable services are high bandwidth applications, which aggravates the cost model."
Technical issues abound, Cotten says. At the top of
the list, ironically, is capacity provisioning. "Up front
in any interconnect plan, you have to size the optical
capacity for the anticipated service requirements,"
Cotten says. "Because the whole idea of an interconnect is to provide the platform for new business opportunities, you have to decide what those opportunities
are, first," Cotten continues. "And that's probably the
hardest part, because it drives what you'll ultimately
spend. You have to cover all these new applications,
without breaking the bank."
Provisioning for digital video-on-demand is another
tricky issue, Cotten says. Because of the current high
costs associated with storing compressed movies and
transporting digital video streams over an optical network, a"nested" file server approach, where digital file
servers are strategically located within the network,
may make more sense, he says.
That approach is already under development by vendors including Scientific-Atlanta, ANTEC and Philips
Broadband Networks. "The idea is to store the top-run
movies on aserver closer to subscribers," explains Bob
Luff, chief technical officer for Scientific-Atlanta. "So,
amovie like "Sleepless in Seattle" might be stored
multiple times on the local server, to meet current
demand. A less popular title might be housed on a
regional server, or even anational server."
Philips Consumer Electronics apparently agrees.

Later this year, the Dutch manufacturing conglomerate
plans to integrate product lines within its U.S., France
and Holland divisions to offer network operators atrue
end-to-end, server-to-convertor system. Central to that
system is the nested server concept.
"We see amarket for mini-servers, which hold
roughly 100 movies, for headends or nodes," says Al
Kernes, vice president of sales for Philips Broadband
Networks. "Less popular titles would be stored on a
larger server and communicate with the mini-servers to
download requested titles at very high speeds."

Design issues
Designing the regionally interconnected network is
also amajor challenge, Cotten says. "In Pennsylvania,
for example, we had 200 or so cable systems, each one
of which represented apoint on amap. The network
had to interconnect all those points," Cotten says.
"Some points are bigger, with more homes passed.
Others are very small. Some are along branches; others
are positioned for rings."
As aresult, Cotten says, network layering almost has
to start with the larger, higher density systems. As density lessens, design tends to migrate to abranch structure, "depending on the total homes passed and the
total distances between more rural systems."
Interconnection and digital standards also represent a
potential roadblock for regional links. Says ANTEC's
Paff: "It'll probably be the middle of next year before
issues like mid-span meets are worked out, where one
operator is using one vendor's OC-48, and another
operator is using adifferent brand OC-48, and the two
can talk together and interoperate.
"The standards aren't quite there yet," Paff continues. "At this point, the (data) payload is interoperable,
but the software alarm conditions and other software
pieces are not."
Comcast's Cerino says network monitoring will likely be anecessity as the number of homes per node
shrink and interconnect activity increases. "A potential
problem with small node sizes is that you don't know
when there's been aneighborhood outage," says
Cerino. "If you have 600 passings and 300 subs, maybe
you have 10 percent watching TV in the middle of the
day. So that's 30 people.
"If something goes dark, human nature says that
maybe five or six people of that 30 person group will
call in," Cerino continues. "We're used to getting
10,000 calls as adefinite indication of an outage."
But, if the riches from transporting video, telephony
and data tip the scales as generously as operators like
TCI, Comcast and others hope, those issues will likely
iron out—quickly—and cable will give telcos the same
dose of competition MSOs are already feeling in telco
overbuild areas.
"If there's one thing I've learned in studying interconnects, it's that cable is positioned to provide very,
very competitive telephone services to customers," says
ETG's Cotten. "I know that's not necessarily what the
telcos want to hear, but it's the truth." CUD
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The 1-tomeworx family for linear
broadband AM fiber optic transport

Introducing F-.omeworx Video".
A system so flexible that you can
actually increase network capacity
via plug-in modules, without
modifying your outside cable piant.
If Hybrid Fiber/Coax is your
future, add enhanced telephony
services to your network with ALS'
ISX series optical station -the
telecommunications indusrry's first
integratea video/telephony
distribution node. The ISX, ,n
conjunction with ADC's
Homeworx.Access Platform
M

modules, offers more than
simple telephony, it provides
"demandwicith, - a feature which
allows you to offer eacn customer
the amount cf bandwidth they
desire.
What's more, our position as the
eighth largest lelecornmunications
manufacturer in the U.S. assures
that your network will conform to
all telephony network standards
and operations support interfaces
including TCP/IP, TL1 and SNMP.
And as added insurance, all

Homeworx equipment is designed
ro accommodate future upgrade
to 1GHz bandwidth.
•
•
Selecting the right network node
size is critical in providing demand
based services economically
today. Whether your future
expansion is to smaller and more
numerous fiber serving areas, to
increased bandwidth or both,
Herneworx protects your network
design. With Homeworx, the future
is real.

/AI

14 Lb AMERICAN LIGHTWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.
999 Research Parkway Meriden, CT 06450 (203) 63G-5770; FAX (203) 630-5 7Of
Domestic and !nternational Sale:; Offices also in California, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Ilitnois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Texas, Virginia,
Belgium, Canada, Japan, Korea, Sngapore, United Kingdom Venezuela
Circle Reener Service No. 18
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SONET

Does Sonet
play in
cable's future?
ts PeVe

redundancy and other survivability features,
V provide for service add/drop capability and
r' provide better network management.
Its detractors, however, note that Sonet is no
panacea; in fact, they say it's awildly expensive solution that also has some serious technical shortcomings when used to transport
video.
The bottom line appears to be that Sonet as
it is known today is an expensive technology
that offers little benefit to the transport of
broadcast entertainment video. Nevertheless,
virtually everyone believes Sonet is akey part
of cable's future as the industry becomes more
transaction-oriented and begins delivering
telephony and data traffic.

Case studies

By Roger Brown

Ascable operators begin to upgrade their net-

work infrastructures to support new services,
they are increasingly collapsing headends into
regional "superheadends" from which they
launch signals over fiber to aseries of hubs in
aring-like fashion. But as they do that, they're
faced with abig decision: should they deploy
Sonet (Synchronous Optical Network) gear
that promises to bring future benefits, or put in
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avastly less expensive analog or proprietary
uncompressed digital solution?
The answer depends upon the applications
each system expects to support, according to
most equipment vendors, but some say the
need for Sonet compatible equipment is overstated and at least several years away.
Sonet proponents note that it's aglobal
standard that was developed to:
v transport high-speed optical signals,
v improve reliability by providing for route

Engineers who built two of the industry's
largest interconnects—the 180-mile
Viacom/TCI fiber ring around the San
Francisco Bay area and the 200-mile ring built
by Continental Cablevision in New
England—compared the two alternatives and
both chose an uncompressed digital solution
based on pulse code modulation (PCM).
Viacom chose to use equipment manufactured by American Lightwave Systems for its
Bay Area interconnect because it would have
"maxed out the capability of an 0C-48 Sonet
network almost from day one," says Del
Heller, vice president of engineering at
Viacom Cable.
The Sonet approach would have compressed two video channels into each DS-3
circuit, meaning that the OC-48 ring had a
capacity of 96 video channels. But with more
than 90 channels of analog video and plans to
add 200 MHz of compressed digital channels,
aSonet solution would have cost Viacom
almost $1.5 million more than the ALS gear it
bought. "If video had represented only about
half the capacity, we may have looked upon it
more favorably," Heller says.
But the problems didn't stop there. If
Viacom had chosen to use Sonet gear, Heller
says the network would have suffered about a
5dB performance hit when compared to the
ALS gear. "It just wasn't as transparent as we
would have liked," he notes, especially when
the proprietary systems can offer medium-haul
video specs over the backbone.
Also, there was no way to transport BTSC
stereo audio as a4.5 MHz subcarrier, which
meant the MS0 would have needed areceiver
for each stereo channel at each hub. With 50
channels and seven hubs, Viacom would have
needed about 350 receivers if it had used
Sonet; that alone would have cost between
$250,000 and $500,000 more, Heller says.
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Start Making Your FCC
Video Tests Now!
Now there's acomplete (and affordable) answer to baseband
video testing. The new VIG791 CATV VITS Insertion Generator
and VSA794 CATV Video Signal Analyzer give you the versatility
and convenience you need to performance test any headend faster
and easier than ever before, without interference or interruption
to your customer's service. Here's what you get:
• One-button automated measurements and test signals for:
Your Complete FCC '
Video Testing Team!
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—Differential Gain and Phase
—Chroma to Luma Delay
—In-channel Frequency Response
—Percent Modulation
• Direct digital readout of all measurements with no
calculations or interpretations from the only digitally
automated full function Waveform Monitor/Vectorscope
• VITS mode generator allows testing on active channels
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without service interruption
Exclusive simultaneous generation of two test signals to
allow complete testing with one setup and test procedure

• Easy and accurate FCC required tests with minimum
training and capital expense
•Plus, much more
and all for less than $9000

Call your cable sales representative today at
1-800-SENCORE, ext. 703 to learn more
about these new, exciting instruments designed
exclusively for the CATV industry.
VIG791 CATV VITS
Insertion Generator

Ca111-800-SENCORE ext. 703
(736-2673)

Circle Reader Service No. 19

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107
PH(605)339-0100
FAX(605)339-0317
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based on Staten Island. Teleport is aso-called
competitive access provider that competes vigorously with the LECs by building fiber metropolitan area networks (MANs) to serve large
volume users and/or long haul carriers such as
AT&T, MCI and Sprint. In addition, Comcast
and MCI are heavy investors in Nextel, which
offers wireless services called Enhanced
Specialized Mobile Radio (ESMR).

Do not expect the
existing structure
or players to
remain
undisturbed as this

Has consolidation collapsed?
The short answer is no. Megadeals collapse
for avariety of reasons, many of which do not

invalidate the movement toward consolidation.
Bell Atlantic, TCI,
Southwestern Bell and Cox
placed the blame on the FCC and its infamous
rate rollback. But this is only asmall part of
the story. More likely explanations include:
V Apull back by the regional Bells: There is a
realization that the cable TV companies had
less to offer than was originally believed or
promised, and that the telcos were being asked
to pay far too much money for them and their

industry matures

providers: The
studios do not

necessarily
like the cable
TV companies

with whom they are currently forced to do
business, primarily because of alack of viable
business partners.
V Agrowing tendency on the part of the
RBOCs to lay down the law. Richard
McCormick, chairman and CEO of US West,
testified that the company may not deploy
broadband networks if it cannot provide video

outdated networks.
V Corporate culture conflicts: Telcos have a
strong commitment to their subscribers, while

A

cable TV companies are dedicated to making money,
whatever the
impact on their
customers.
V The attitude
of the program

services right away. Naturally, this remark did
not go down well at the White House.
V The RBOCs are under agrowing attack by
local municipalities for trying to slip video

ATLANTIC CABLE SHOW
OCTOBER 46, 1994 .
ATLANTIC CITY, NJ
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The bottom line
Consumer demand is pivotal to the future
plans of both the cable TV and major telcos. If

amass marketplace emerges, an infotainment
industry will emerge that will involve both
cable TV and telephony. It will be an industry
that will be rife with mini-deals, joint ventures
and acquisitions, just as the cellular industry
has been for the past decade.
Do not expect the existing structure or players to remain undisturbed as this industry
matures. It will disturb the established order
all the way to the boardrooms of the major TV
networks. Intelligent broadband multimedia
equipment has the ability to transform TV as
we know it today. Once this market emerges,
vendors that make this equipment will benefit
immensely. Here are afew examples:
V Fiber cable upgrades, two-way amplifiers,
multiplex equipment
V ADSL, ATM and Sonet hardware and software

11.11111111111111111111111144:\
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programming in by the back door to avoid
franchise fees. Their plans for video on
demand in Dover County and in northern
Virginia are being challenged for this reason
(see switched video section in sidebar).

DIRECTIONS TO THE

INFORMATION
SUPERHIGHWAY
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Registration Manager, SLACK Inc, 6900 Grove Road, Thorofare, NJ 08086

609 848-1000,

ext. 213
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V Intelligent headend equipment, crossconnects, network managers
V Set-top boxes, interactive software, applications software
V DBS equipment, compression algorithms,
service agreements
V Interactive program provision
V Cable voice/data networking, remote power
and security systems.
Watch for changes in the way this infotainment industry is administered. The White
House will view it as part of the NH, so it will
adopt policies that promote it. Congress will
roll it into the various infrastructure bills and
free up the telcos to compete in it. The courts
will relax the MFJ to accommodate it. The
FCC will take over much of the states' rights
to regulate it. Big government will benefit
because the information that goes over the network will become asource of revenue through
taxation, tariffs and franchise fees. By 1995,
infotainment will be a$10 billion business. By
the year 2000, it could be $50 billion. clap
Alan Stewart, president of Network
Inteiface Corp., is an independent industry
editor, consultant, lecturer and analyst located
in the Chicago area.
Dr. Alan Pearce was chief economist at the
FCC and the White House during the Carter
and Nixon administrations. He is president of
Information Age Economics based in
Washington, D.C.
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ThankYou
With Emy
Fiber Of
Our
We're proud and delighted to
have won the 1993 Award of
Excellence from the International Customer Service
Association (ICSA). Nothing
could be more gratifying than
to know our efforts to give
our customers all the support
they need are truly effective—and
recognized. At Siecor, everyone takes an active role in
customer satisfaction, always
being solutions oriented in
providing fiber optic expertise
and support.
An international, cross industry organization, the
ICSA yearly bestows its oneof-a-kind award on companies
that have distinguished themselves through demonstrated
proactive and forward thinking attitudes toward servicing
customers. This is ahigh
honor indeed—and aterrific
incentive to keep improving.
So we'll always listen closely
to your requirements when
designing our full line of fiber
optic products. We'll be
quick to respond whenever
you need help. And we'll
continue our commitment to
our Total Quality Management
process, now in its 10th year.
The first in the industry to
use this process, we were also
first to initiate rapid delivery
and Customer Feedback programs which set the standard
for service.
We know the
key to our success heereg.“
lies in anticipating ' cm
what you'll need
tomorrow through listening
and responding to your needs
today. To find out how our
responsiveness can help you,
call 800 SIECOR 4. We'd be
honored to do business with you.

SECOR
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How BA's New
Network Works
The technologies include aswitched
digital hybrid fiber-coax platform, a
switched digital fiber-to-the-curb platform

and an asymmetric digital subscriber line
(ADSL) approach.

Switched Digital Hybrid Fiber-Coax (HFC)

In BA's system, 20 channels of analog
AM-VSB (Amplitude Modulation-Vestigal
Side Band) video and more than 650 digital
signals are combined at the local

Figure 3: Bell Atlantic video distribution alternatives
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ADSL terminals

Large diameter coax
Curbside
pedestal

Multitiber cable
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A. ADSL distribution B. Hybrid liber/coax

C. Switched digital
fiber-to-the-curb

The Bare Fib
Adaptor Kit.
• The only kit on the market that offers the .
flexibility of interchangeable. reuseable
connector modules
• Applications for temporary connections to
OTDRS, Power Meters, Light Sources,
Talksets Data & Telecom Equipment,
Demo Equipment and "Dark" Fiber.
• Ideal for use in acceptance testing of fiber
before and after installation

Circle Reader Service No. 37

• Make the BFA Kit a part of your fiber optic
installation, troubleshooter and restoration
tool kits
• Just cleave the fiber and insert into the
For more information call:

adaptor body until the fiber is flush with the

1-800-BFA-KITS
FAX: 717-296-8606

connector face Release the pressure foot
and you are ready to gol

Other kit combinations available.
Ask about our Precision Fiber Stop (PFS,m).
The PFS,,, is designed to ensure that the bare fiber TIE=1-1=1P>itewW=

is precisely in alignment ‘tith the end
of the fiber

MIN&
58

connector face.

exchange. A linear analog laser transmitter
converts the radio frequency (RF) electrical
signal to an optical one which is split and
sent over multiple feeder fibers to an optical
node. An optical receiver converts the signal back to an RF electrical signal. The signal is amplified and broadcast over alarge
diameter coaxial backbone cable. Finally,
the signal is delivered to individual subscribers over taps and coax drops.
The technology for mass deployment
can provide 100 or more analog channels
using abus architecture. This tree and
branch structure allows many customers
access to the same information and associated electronics.

Switched Digital Fiber-to-the-Curb
Video programming and information are
provided in adigitally compressed format
(MPEG) by the video information
providers and transported digitally by fiber
optical equipment to the central office.
The digital video signals from all providers
are combined on avideo distribution element known as aHost Digital Terminal
(HDT). Fibers are extended from the HDT
to the pedestal. Coaxial cable carries the
signal from the pedestal to the home. Only
programs that are requested by the subscriber are transmitted.
BA plans to deploy aswitched digital
fiber-to-the-curb platform, supplied by
BroadBand Technologies, in Morris and
Dover Township, N.J.

ADSL
ADSL permits the multiplexing and transmission of aone-way, 1.544 Mbps digital
signal along with regular telephone service
and basic rate ¡SON signal, and atwo-way
signaling channel on an integrated basis
over asingle non-loaded copper pair.
Advances in both ADSL technology and
video decoding technologies will provide for
real-time broadcast capability in 1995, at a
channel rate of 3Mbps up to 6Mbps (over
asingle twisted copper pair).
The ADSL central office unit works with
an ADSL remote terminal located at the
customer's premises. The terminal separates the telephone signals from the compressed video signal. The broadband signal
is delivered via standard twisted pair copper
facilities to aset-top. Video programming
over the system must be pre-encoded, digitized and stored on avideo server.
Using the ADSL approach, Bell Atlantic
plans to serve up to 2,000 customers in
northern Virginia this summer. Cre)
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Transport high-quality video signals on apoint-to-point ba
Examples include interconnects between remote antenna:
headends, headend interconnects for program sharing an
multiple system interconnects for advertising insertion. Al.
could be used to provide route diversity for data delivery.
personal communications, alternate access, etc.

flier Imbue

Used primarily to reduce length of broadband amplifier cascades to improve carrier-to-noise ratio and distortion performance while reducing networl
maintenance. Designed for system upgrades and rebuilds to higher bandwidths. Defined by Time Warner Cable as having fewer than four amplifiers
cascade on any trunk run.

liber to tie feeler
Originally designed for complete system rebuilds, now used
increasingly in upgrades. Also called hybrid fiber/coax. Replaces
nearly all coaxial trunk cable with fiber cable. Reduces amplifier
cascades to no more than three active devices. Coaxial "express feeder serves area immediately adjacent to headend and optical
receivers. Concept originally termed Fiber Trunk and Feeder by ATC
engineers. Also known as Ali Fiber Trunk and Fiber to the Bridger.

Fiber-to-feeder

Using express feeder

Fiber-to-feeder

Without express feeder

2to 3distribution arm
or line extenders

2to 3distribution amps
or line extenders

THE FOCAL POINT
FOR CONVERGENCE:

Scientific
Atlanta
For more information call 1-800-722-2009

The cable television
industry first embraced
fiber technology as a
cost-effective upgrade to
its traditional all-coaxial
plant several years ago.
Since then, cable television
has become the fastest-growing
market segment for sales of fiber
optic cable. Cable operators and
equipment vendors have since developed new and innovative methods to
integrate fiber deeper into cable networks, bringing the benefits of lightwave
technology ever closer to the home. This
chart graphically illustrates how fiber started
as amethod to tie headends together, then
rapidly became the transport method of choice for
virtually every cable operator.
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Designed by Jones engineers to leave coaxial trunk in place as redundant signal path for new fiber optic network. Coaxial
route serves as back-up in the event of afiber outage. A/B switch in optical receiver housing senses loss of signal on fiber,
switches to coax input and triggers status monitoring alarm.
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The Forward Intermediate/Terminating Trunk topology is similar to the fiber backbone concept. The approach provides an
upgrade path to 550 MHz capacity. Existing trunk locations are converted to FITT stations with dual output parallel hybrid
bridgers. System or distribution amplifiers are placed between FITT/bridger stations to provide forward signal amplification.
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Topo ogy specifically designed for high density, urban areas.
Utilizes just one active device between fiber receiver and
subscriber. Optimized for expanding existing 550 MHz systems
to 1GHz. Also applicable for 750-MHz system expansions.
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Utilizing externally modulated 1550 nm
transmitters and erbium-doped optical
amplifiers, this topology supports pointto-point and/or self-healing optical ring
systems. The distributed lightwave hub
feeds nodes with four individually driven
high-output ports. These ports feed RF
nodes with three or four individually
driven ports to an RF distribution
network of no more than three additional
devices. RF legs serve amaximum of 250
homes each. Return path may also be
split to add bandwidth without RF block
converters.

Minitrunk

RF node
No taps
between actives

Integrating
digital technologies
for tomorrow's
broadband networks.
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Metropolitan
Headend
ring
video file _

!adend

Public

switched server
telephone
L_
network

Star 1

k

Star 2

le

Star 3
Optical receiver
2000 subs
to 2400 subs

Regional
video
file server

Express

1
Remote hub

Regional
headend

Regional Interco
(0C-48 SONET
delivering voice,
and data servic,
Remote hub

'ewe

Business
4design concept that enlarges the area serviced by fiber optics by utilizing "express" or
untapped feeder lines. Encompasses both FTF and backbone basic topologies.

Metropolitan
SONET Ring
(0C-3, OC-12 or OC-48,
depending on voice, video
and data service
capacity needs)

Government

Mini bridger

ANTEC's CISN uses abuilding block approach based on s
video on demand) and operational cost savings (e.g. redu
drive implementation of regional interconnections. Metro¡
services to businesses (e.g. teleconferencing, telemedick
network, CISN pre-provisions fiber to ultimately extend t
from 150 to 500 homes, depending on plant topology. I
low- and high-end return paths for multimedia service
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Residential
distribution

600 subs to
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2500'

Hct fiber
Active coaxial
components

*
Regional hub
.—.— Analog
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Mini bridger

"Dark" cable

BTA architecture was developed to minimize initial installation costs while redefining system
c
,oerational capacity without relocating devices or re-cabling. The architecture is shown serving as
'any as 2,000 homes per node and as few as 500 homes per node. The advantage of the BTA is an
—specially low active count, combined with the ability to migrate to smaller service areas for both
',ward and reverse services, as the need arises.
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Designed by Cable Television Laboratories to accc
making any existing networks obsolete while provi
centralized "regional hub" to share the cost of adv
among several operators as well as secondary fibE
fiber hubs, as well as hub-to-hub interconnects, pn
Passive coaxial distribution to the home (made pos
of network.

Hot fiber
Active coaxial components
"Dark" cable

Wine isn't the only thing that
actually improves with age.
Our AFC3 coating system keeps Alcatel fiber
strong and strippable decades after installation.
Call 1-800-729-3737 for more information.

ALCATEL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CABLE

R.O. Box 39 Claremont, NC 28610-0039
1994 Alcatel TelecommunIcatIons Cable
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Fiber cable
mmodate avariety of network concepts to avoid
ling incremental upgrade path. Topology includes
3nced television and communication equipment
rhubs. Connections between central headend and
wide virtual" ring capability and route diversity.
sible with in-home amplification) improves reliability

We're With You
All The Way ...
From Headend
To Home
Siecor leads the way with fiber
optic cables, headend wiring
products, accessories, and
services for Cable TV systems.
1-800-743-2674

SIECOR
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e Secondary hub

Splitter

Coax cable

.0. Cluster tap (64 port)

Line extender

n

8port tap

Standard tap

The CALAN
Family of Test
Measurement &
Monitoring
Solutions

The CALAN family of test, measurement and monitoring solutions
is designed to support the most
important goal of system operators:
Maximum Subscriber Satisfaction.
Each of these systems consista of
its own family of hardware components as well as adistinct internal software package capable of
generating reports required by
management and the FCC.

The 1778 Integrated Sweep System
and Spectrum Analyzer represents
the first non-interfering, high resolution system sweep. Combined with a
microprocessor-controlled
System
Analyzer, this portable and rugged
system facilitates the improvement
of picture quality by performing
sweep and distortion measurements
quickly and easily.

The COMET remote line monitoring system offers a full range of
automatic measurements and diagnostic techniques to locate and
correct problems in broadband
networks from any remote location.
COMET is self-reporting, standalone system capable of working
with, or independently of, other
status moniteing systems. Comet
can be installed in any CATV or
broadband LAN System, regardless of the manufacturer or type of
amplifier used.

CALAN'S STAR 2010 Signal
Level Measurement System heralds
awhole new era in carrier analysis
for the cable industry. A fast,
accurate and easy-to-use instrument, The 2010 covers the entire
frequency range (5 MHz to 1GHz)
with unmatched speed-36 channels
in less than one second.

Our SOURCE Multi-Carrier Signal
generation system provides sync/
async operation and multi-channel
controL The system offers up to
180 extremely clean and stable
carriers for CTB, X-mod and Din
distortion testing for CATV and
LAN.

CALAN's new STAR 3010
Sweep & Level Measurement
System features the proven
technology of the STAR 2010
enhanced with anon-interfering, high speed, continuously
referenced sweep function
utilizing the industry standard CALAN 1777 transmitter. The STAR 2010 SLMS can
be upgraded to the STAR 3010
SLMS along with future
options
including
return
Sweep.

,
1776 Independence Drive
Dingmans Ferry, PA 18328
800-544-3392
In PA: (717) 828-2356
FAX: (717) 828-2472

Drcle Healer Service No
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Evolving from FSA to

port all services simultaneously. Telephony
services alone could consume as much as 25
MHz of bandwidth, per 500 home pocket, if
100 percent availability is assumed (500 subs
x50 kHz/line).
When multi-line requirements for many
homes and businesses are factored in, it
becomes evident that asizable chunk of the
available upstream bandwidth is consumed.
Furthermore, to the extent the downstream
transmitters are optically split to feed multiple
nodes, an excessive amount of downstream
bandwidth (i.e. 75 MHz to 100 MHz) could be
Figure 1: 500-home sewing area with migration paths to 125-home pockets
required to provide telephony service. This
Fiber-to-the-serving area mini-star
development clearly supports the rapidly
expanding interest in point-to-point transmission (narrowcasting).
Tap amp
Headend/hub
Because telephony and high speed data customers will accept very little contention time
125-home
on their network, operators may be motivated
express
to build fiber deeper as apre-emptive measure
Optical node
(500-home
to maintain high customer satisfaction and to
serving area)
combat greater competition.
It is interesting to note that in a750 MHz
mini-star system of 100,000 passings, there will
be the potential to transport as much as 600 to
Tap amplifier
800 Gbps on the system, assuming the use of 32
125-home
QAM or 64 QAM. This assumes
express
200 to 250 home passings per node,
125-home
(future fiber
200 MHz of available digital bandexpress
location)
width per node (550 MHz to 750
MHz) and aconversion rate of 6to
Legend
8bits per hertz.
Segmentation of the system into
E RF taps
Tap amplifier
small serving areas makes this
RE passives
massive amount of bandwidth
1- 1111tF
.1-111FRO IDBFIl
E%
available for the first time.
Additional digital bandwidth can
be provisioned by either reducing
By Gary Lyons, Marketing Manager,
FSA mini-star (see Figure 1) which has
the node size further or by replacing some of
Scientific-Atlanta Inc.
reached cost parity with an FIT system
the broadcast analog channels with digitally
(assuming atypical metropolitan area system
compressed channels. This clearly points out
ith fiber commonly being deployed to
with 90 or more home passings per mile).
the tremendous power and flexibility provided
within three to five actives of asubscriber, it
FSA mini-star systems support the services
by today's analog/digital HFC systems.
is understandable why many in the industry
which dominate today, and adequate bi-direcare asking about the viability of passive cable
tional bandwidth exists in both architectures to
Network evolution
networks (PCN). A true PCN is defined as a
support most of the cutting edge services.
The migration path for the FSA-PCN
network having no RF active electronics
The FSA mini-star, however, provides cerevolves naturally from the mini-star design. In
between the optical receiver node and the last
tain operational benefits such as reduced powan ideal situation there are four express RF
tap. This question about PCN's viability has
ering costs because of areduction in the numamplifiers off of each 500-home node. These
led to Scientific-Atlanta's evaluation of the
ber of actives in the system. In upgrade sceexpress amplifiers are upgraded to integrated
merits of such anetwork in light of current
narios, the mini-star has also proven to be paroptical receiver amplifiers each serving 125
equipment costs and services required.
ticularly effective at utilizing the pre-existing
homes. In this scenario, Figure 2shows how a
In the past three or four years the CAT'S'
"express" trunk and feeder cables, resulting in
500-home node is replaced by asplice encloindustry has witnessed atransition from the
major capital cost savings.
sure containing four, two-fiber "tails" which
initial fiber-to-the-feeder (FM architecture
As both service penetration and individual
feed 125 home passings. In systems exceeding
feeding pockets of homes of 1,600 to 2,000
customer demand grows for interactive serdensities of 200 homes per mile, this level of
passings to today's FSA architecture which
vices, broadband service providers may come
fiber penetration could result in atruly passive
yields 400 to 500 home passings per node.
to apoint where the available upstream and
network. In most cases, there will still be at
The FSA concept has since evolved into the
downstream bandwidth is inadequate to supleast one multi-port tap amplifier remaining
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Introducing the cabinet
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between the express
amp and the home.

Figure 2: Fiber-to-the-Serving Area mini-star migration path

Economics

fiber to the last active
today, can acase be
made for fiber deepei
due to improvements
in either system performance or reliability? Clearly, system
performance does not—
improve appreciably
with apassive cable
network, unless one
is willing to pay an
even greater premium
for additional optoelectronics.
The analysis in
Figure 3assumes the
same end-of-line (EO-L) performance in
both the mini-star and
the PCN scenarios.
The optical power
levels at the node in
the mini-star architecture are actually higher than in the PCN architecture due to the shorter
optical loss budgets (no
optical splitting). The
additional RF amplifier
in the mini-star architecture, however, mitigates a
slightly better CNR performance, leading to
comparable E-O-L speci-

Design studies have
revealed that in atypical metropolitan area
75 homes passed
averaging 125 passings per mile, the serv500-home
ing area would have to
fiber splice
2fibers
be reduced to approxienclosure
mately 0.3 to 0.75
.1>
miles per node in
125-home serving area
order for the network
2fibers
to become truly pas125-home
sive. When compared
serving area
to acurrent serving
area of four to five
miles per node, apassive cable network
could have up to 15
times as many optical
nodes as an FSA mini125-home serving area
star (500), and two to
four times the number
Figure 4: TKR (Warren, N.J.) Th-System outage data analysis
of nodes in an FSA
Subscribers/node
145,(XX
20,000
mini-star with fiber
5,000
2,000
500
200
feeding 125 home
Est. no. of nodes
7
29
73
290
725
passings.
MODS (hours)
3
2.8
2
1.4
0.6
0.3
Even if it is
assumed there will be
MODS (minutes)
168
180
120
84
36
18
an increased amount of
Reliability factor
99.9658%
99.9680%
99.9772%
99.9840%
99.9932%
999966%
optical splitting of the
180
downstream signals,
Average Annual Outage
160
the fiber cable costs
All-coaxié 1network
Duration/Subscriber
increase dramatically. Figure 3
140
fications.
reveals that fiber related costs
Modeling of systemwide reliability data
120
increase over threefold (from
collected by TKR Cable from its Tri100
$5,570 per mile to $18,397 per
System area in central New Jersey reveals
mile for aerial construction),
80
the dramatic improvement in reliability
(I)
which far outweighs the savings
when serving areas are reduced to 200 to
o 60
realized by eliminating RF elec500 homes versus aconventional coaxial
FSA mini-star
FSA-PCN
40
tronics from the network.
network (see Figure 4). The model also
In fact, coaxial related costs,
20
revealed that system reliability quickly
rmaxxamplomo
due primarily to the eliminaapproaches apoint of diminishing returns
o
tion of the RF electronics,
so
100
2(W)
500
2,000
5,000
20,000 145,000 when fiber is deployed to serving areas of
decrease by only $1,826 per
less than 500 homes.
Maximum passings/node
mile. It's interesting to note
Few operators can justify the cost associDefinitions: MODS =Average Annual Outage Duration/Subscriber
that even though the fiber
AAODS is the number of minutes per year that atypical
ated with such asmall incremental improvecable is pulled closer to the
customer would experience an outage
ment in system reliability gained by elimihome in the FSA-PCN, the
assumes that the reverse path signals from four
nating the last couple of actives. It is intercoaxial cable costs are slightly higher due to
70-home nodes are collected via coax at acenesting to note that power was the cause of
the use of more expensive low-loss (larger)
tral point, block converted and fed back to the
roughly 80 percent of TKR's system outages
coaxial cable. The net result is that the total
hub through fiber. The FSA-PCN analysis also
during 1992. Because alarge percentage of
cost for aerial plant in apassive cable network
assumes that the downstream DFB transmitter
power outages are related to power grid fluctuais currently 60 percent to 70 percent higher
is optically split at least four ways. Both of
tions and outages, one would think that areducthan the mini-star, while the cost premium to
these techniques prevent fiber counts from
tion in the number of power supplies in apasbuild underground plant is 45 percent to 50
increasing further and dramatically raising
sive cable network should improve system reliapercent greater.
optical cable, splicing and hardware costs.
bility and provide some benefit to system operaFurthermore, the FSA-PCN cost analysis
tions.
If neither cost nor bandwidth can justify

o
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Flexible,

Gould Fiber Optics has developed 1x3Wavelength Independent Couplers
(WIC') with asymmetrical splitting ratios. These components help reduce
fiber counts and costly transmitters in CATV systems. The broad wavelength
range allows for future upgrades. The uneven splitting ratio gives system
designers the flexibility they need. The 1x3asymmetrical WIC Coupler
comes in the following splitting ratios: 20/40/40; 30/35/35; 40/30/30; 50/25/25;
60/20/20. Call aGould sales engineer today for more information.

Gould Electronics Inc.
Fiber Optics Division
1121 Benfield Boulevard
Millersville, MD 21108
1-800-544-6853
FAX 1-410-987-1201

GouLD
Fiber Optics
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It would appear, at least from the metropolitan area analyzed in this paper, that system reliability and performance are optimized from acost/benefit perspective when
fiber is deployed to the 400- to 500-home
passing level in most cases and down to the
express amplifier (approximately 125 homes)
location in extreme cases. In the CATV
world, where rate of return is not guaranteed,
passive cable networks are currently feasible
in only high density urban areas where extraordinary service (bandwidth) requirements
dictate smaller serving areas or where other

external forces (i.e. competition, politics,
etc.) provide the impetus for PCN deployment.
Given the relatively rapid migration from
the fiber-to-the-feeder to FSA mini-star architectures, it would appear that when capital cost
differences diminish, the operational benefits
of the FSA-PCN architecture will provide the
motivation to build fiber to the last active in
most broadband networks. Until then, the FSA
mini-star architecture will continue to serve as
an outstanding platform for the passive cable
network. CIED
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Figure 3: 750 MHz FSA plant cost analysis

Typical service area=415 miles, 125 home passings/mile (78 analog channels, 200 MHz digital)
FSA PCN, avg. 70 passings

FSA mini-star, avg. 500 passings

(0.60 avg. plant miles/node)
1laser per 4receivers, 300 passings
1reverse transmitter per 4nodes
1.88 actives (receivers) per mile

(4.21 avg. plant miles/node)
dedicated laser per receiver
3.8 actives (RF amps & receivers)/mile

Description

$/mile

$/passings

Optoelectronics
Optical cable &hardware
Optic labor (aerial)
Optic labor (underground)

$3, 787

$30.30

$1,177
$606
$240

$9.42
$4.85
$1.92

Optic total (aerial)
Optic total (underground)

$5,570
$5,204

$44.56
$41.63

Fiber optics

Description

$/mile

$/passings

Optoelectronics
Optical cable &hardware
-2 fiber tails
Optical couplers
Optic labor (aerial)
Optic labor (underground)

$13,771
$2,498

$110.17
$19.98
$4.27
$3.38
$9.37
$6.44

Optic total (aerial)
Optic total (underground)

$18,397

Fiber optics

Coaxial

$534
$423
$1,171
$805

$18,031

$147.18
$144.25

connectors, power supplies, etc.
Cable (aerial)
Cable (underground)
Coax labor (aerial)
Coax labor (underground)

$1,513
$2,858
$3,425
$4,965
$11,684

$12.10
$22.86
$27.40
$39.72
$93.47

Coaxial
Taps, passives,

Electronics, taps, passives,
connectors, power supplies, etc.
Cable (aerial)
Cable (underground)
Coax labor (aerial)
Coax labor (underground)

$3,860
$2,056
$2,467

$30.88
$16.45
$19.74

$5,246
$11,963

$41.97
$95.70

Coax total (aerial)
Coax total (underground)

$11,162
$18,290

$89.30
$146.32

Coax total (aerial)
Coax total (underground)

$9,336
$16,622

$74.69
$132.98

Total plant cost (aerial)
Total plant cost (underground)

$16,732
$23,494

$133.86
$187.95

Total plant cost (aerial)
Total plant cost (underground)

$27,733
$34,653

$221.86
$277.22

Cost premium
Aerial
Underground
Specifications
CNR
CTB

N/A
N/A
At node
51 dB
-66 dB

End-of-line (")
48 dB
-53 dB

Cost premium
Aerial
Underground
Specifications
CNR
CTB

65.75%
47.50%
At node End-of-line (#)
48.1 dB
48 dB
-66 dB
-53 dB

Notes: The economic analysis does not include the following costs: Make ready, permits, U.G. restoration, warehousing and overhead.
Powering costs are for line electronics only.
() Assumes up to three RF amplifiers in cascade including the integrated amplifier in the optical node.
(#) Assumes cnly the integrated high output amplifier co-located with the optical node.
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FIBER SPLICING

Cost considerations
for cable
TV splicin
"deglili
d
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By Douglas E. Wolfe,
Corning Inc., and J.
Douglas Coleman,
Siecor Corp.

Fiber geometry

O

ptical fiber is traveling
further into cable TV systems, serving nodes of
fewer and fewer subscribers. With this
deployment comes
increased splicing and,
with it, new considerations: splice loss, splice
yield and splicing installation and maintenance
expense. How can cable
TV operators continue to
keep costs under control
without compromising
system performance?
One answer is consistent fiber geometry charSplicing
Splice loss
acteristics (the physical
technology
requirement
attributes of the fiber),
Figure 2
and more efficient splicing technologies.
0.25
Splicing technology
Together, tight and consistent geometry tolerLID
r3 0.20
Profile
ances and more efficient
(I)
Fixed V
splicing techniques may
Mechanical
provide better results at
lower costs.
0 10
This paper will examine how fiber geometry,
e 0.05
splicing technology and
the splice loss require"Perfect"
IL Superior
Excellent Very good
ment can impact cable
Relative fiber core clad concentricity performance
TV splicing costs.
In some fiber-rich
cable TV architectures,
However, cable TV operators can control
fiber splicing and testing can account for up to
their splicing costs by understanding and
30 percent of the total labor costs associated
influencing the major variables that impact
with system installation. As cable TV operasplice costs. Although external variables like
tors continue to deploy more and more fiber
fiber handling and splicing-area cleanliness
nodes (requiring more splices) and with capiplay asignificant role in splicing, we have
tal spending budgets tightening, the cost of
focused on, for the purpose of this paper, the
splicing can no longer be ignored.

i
U
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three major variables that impact splice costs:
1) the desired maximum splice loss objective;
2) the type of splicing technology chosen; and
3) the quality (geometry) of fiber installed.
Figure 1graphically illustrates the triangular trade-off between the desired splice loss
requirement splicing technology chosen and
fiber geometry on cable TV splicing costs.
Manufacturing fiber with consistent, tightly
controlled glass fiber geometry is one way
fiber makers can help cable TV engineers
reduce their splicing costs.
Offering acomplete line of innovative
splicing technologies is one way that splice
equipment manufacturers can help cable TV
engineers reduce their splicing costs.
However, the cable operator's decision on
the desired maximum splice loss required also
can impact splicing costs, regardless of the
fiber or splicing technology used.

An experiment

A fiber splicing experiment was conducted
to determine the relative impact of fiber geometry, splicing technology and splice loss
requirement on cable TV splicing costs. The
experiment generated fiber splice data using
standard singlemode fiber with four different
levels of core/clad concentricity performance
("perfect," superior, excellent and very good)
relative to today's industry specification of 0.8
microns. Four different commercially available splicing technologies, local injection and
detection, profile alignment, fixed V-groove
fusion and mechanical, were used to splice
each set of fibers. Although other geometry
parameters can impact splice loss and yield,
core/clad concentricity has been proven to
have the most significant effect on splice loss
and yield. As aresult, the fibers were chosen
to have nominal values of cladding diameter,
fiber curl and mode-field diameter.
Core/clad concentricity (also called core-tocladding offset), refers to how well the fiber
core is centered in the cladding glass region.
This reduces the chance of core misalignment
(or offset) when splicing two fibers together,
and thereby yields abetter, low-loss splice.
Core/clad concentricity is important when
using splicing technologies and equipment that
don't actively align the fiber cores before or
during splicing—such as mechanical splicers
and fixed v-groove alignment fusion splicers.
A commercially available fiber cleaver was
used for all splices in this experiment, and the
cleave angle was monitored and kept below
two degrees. This minimized the impact of a
"bad" cleave on any of the fiber splices.
Fifteen typical splices were completed for
each of the combinations of fiber geometry
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Belden Fiber Optic Trunk. Cable

Light years ahead for programming and profit.
What's the future of cable television?
HDTV? Pay Per View? Video On-Demand?
Interactive Services? Anyway you see it,
the future looks brighter with new Fiber
Optic Trunk Cable from Belden.
Now you can profit from the unlimited
bandwidth and channel capacity of fiber
optic cable, plus Belden reliability and
design innovation. Like our Multifiber
Per Tube design with 4to 240 single
Copynghl 1994, Belden Inc

mode fibers contained in loose, gel-filled,
color-coded buffer tubes. Reverse
Oscillating Lay (ROL) for easy mid-span

sibilities, and profits, by calling for
our Cable Television Catalog.

access. Easy tube and fiber identification

With Belden's new fiber optic trunk
cable, the big picture was never clearer.

and match-up too! Available in armored
or all dielectric versions, our new fiber
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optic trunk cable also features gel-filled
interstices for minimum water penetration.
Sound good? Then, you should see how
it looks! Picture future programming pos-
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Figure 3: Typical percent of splices completed on
first attempt that met desired maximum
splice loss requirement
Avg. CCC
Maximum splice
loss objective:

0.05 dB

Maximum splice
loss objective:

0.10 dB

Maximum splice
loss objective:

0.15 dB

Maximum splice
loss objective:

0.20 dB

Pr ect

LID

Profile

Fixed V

93%
73%
47%
27%

73%
67%
33%
20%

47%
33%
0%
0%

Avg. CCC

LID

Profile

Fixed V

Mechanical

Per fect
Superior
Excellent
Very good

100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
87%
27%

87%
87%
60%
20%

73%
73%
40%
10%

Avg. CCC

LID

Profile

Fixed V

Mechanical

Per fect
Superior
Excellent
Very good

100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
47%

87%
87%
93%
33%

87%
80%
67%
17%

Avg. CCC

LID

Profile

Fixed V

Mechanical

Per lect
Superior
Excellent
Very good

100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
67%

100%
87%
93%
53%

100%
100%
93%
67%

and splicing technology, for atotal of 240
splices (16 sets of data). The average loss for
each of the splices was calculated by averaging the bi-directionally measured OTDR splice
loss at 1310 nm.
Splice loss distributions for each of the 16

Splice cost assumptions

LIDsystem

Profile
alignment

Fixed
V-groove

Mechanical

$32.500

$32,500

$15,700

$1.263

$11.10

$10.80

$11.10

$11.40

$1.00

S1.00

S1.00

$15.00

1

1

1

Mechanical

100%
100%
100%
87%

Superior
Excellent
Very good

Figure 4: Cost per splice assumptions

Equipment fixed costs
(Including splicing equipment,
cleaver and maintenance)

Variable costs per splice
Labor
Consumables

Persons per splicing crew

1

Average cost/splice
(1,000 splices)

$44.60

$44.30

$27.80

$27.66

$18.60

$18.30

$15.24

$26.65

Average cost/splice
(5,000 splices)

combinations of splicing technology and
— fiber core/clad concentricity were generated, and the average (mean)
splice loss values for these distributions are
shown in Figure 2. The data indicates that
fiber core/clad concentricity does influence the
average splice loss depending upon the type of
splicing technology chosen.

Interestingly, the profile alignment technology, which is designed to actively align the
fibers based on their core profiles, also
appeared to be sensitive to increased fiber
core/clad concentricity, resulting in higher
losses. Normally, we would expect the profile
alignment system to optimize the fiber cores
regardless of core off-set. However, we attributed the core off-set sensitivity to cladding

Scbme things can't survive
a disaster_
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oom. Crash. Zzzap. Sounds disasterous

uses duplicate signals at all entry points. So you

doesn't it? Not necessarily. If you're on

always have a working and protect path for each

a Fujitsu ring configuration, your network will

circuit. In the event of a failure, traffic is restored

be just fine. Because survivability is automatic.

in less than 50 milliseconds after the interruption.

Our Path Protection Switched (PPS) ring

Today, any downtime is a disaster. Fujitsu's
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surface tension effects during the fusion
process. Cladding surface tension effects create atendency for the fibers to align with one
another by their outside diameters during the
fusion process. As aresult, most profile alignment splicers have special built-in software
algorithms that try to pre-compensate for
cladding surface tension effects by altering the
alignment of the fibers. However, it's difficult
to fully compensate for all possible values of
core/clad concentricity. Therefore, high values
of core/clad concentricity can often lead to
excessive splice loss even when using typical
profile alignment splicers.
The local injection and detection splicing
technology (LID-system) performed the best
for all levels of fiber core/clad concentricity
performance. This technology actively aligns
the fibers during the fusion process by monitoring alight signal through the splice. The
signal is injected into the fiber on one side of
the splice and detected on the other. This continuous splice loss monitoring during the
fusion process appears to help overcome some
of the cladding surface tension effects normally seen during fusion splicing. The result is

low splice loss, independent of the fiber core/clad
concentricity value.

Interpretation

Figure 5: Incremental cost per splice relative to
LID splicing technology
Profile
alignment

CCC
Performance

1,000
Splices

5,000
Splices

Fixed
V-groove
1,000
Splices

5,000
Splices

Mechanical
1,000
Splices

5.000
Splices
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0%
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Maximum splice
loss objective:
tricity and splicing tech15%
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8%
20% -24%
40% 229%
27%
66%
90%
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Excellent
nology play major roles in
0.05 dB
Very good 50'% 118% 103% 136% 125% 229%
producing alow loss
0%
0% -34%
-10% -30% 63%
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Maximum splice
splice. In general, splicing
loss objective:
-10% -30% 63%
0%
0% -34%
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fibers with improved core
27%
50% 117%
3%
5%
30%
Excellent
0.10 dB
clad/concentricity pro50% 117%
Very good 50% 118% 103% 116%
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Figure 3illustrates the
lower percentage of splices completed that
typical percentage of splices completed on the
meet aspecific splice loss requirement; 2) LIDfirst attempt that met the desired maximum
system splicing technology out-performed prosplice loss requirement stated. Three observafile alignment technology, which out-pertions can be made from Figure 3: 1) higher valformed fixed V-groove technology, which outues of fiber core/clad concentricity lead to a
performed conventional mechanical splicing
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FIBER SPLICING
technology; 3) the higher the allowable maximum splice loss requirement, the more likely
all of the technologies would be able to meet it.
Figure 4lists the basic assumptions used to
develop an estimated cost per splice value for
each of the technologies, assuming average
usages of 1,000 and 5,000 splices over the
splicing equipment's lifetime. Actual cost per
splice values may vary, depending upon specific equipment type and lifetime assumptions.

Based on the yields generated in Figure 3
and the splice cost assumptions in Figure 4, a
cost model was developed to estimate the relative impact of fiber core/clad concentricity,
splicing technology and splice loss requirement on total splicing costs. The total cost per
splice used in the cost model was calculated
by assuming amaximum of three splice
remake attempts. The splice loss distributions
from Figure 3were then applied to the per-
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centage of splices not meeting the splice loss
objective in each remake attempt. In other
words, splice remakes would only be attempted on the percentage of splices not meeting the
original requirement using the same yield percentages as Figure 3. It seemed realistic to
assume that remake attempts would yield similar splice loss distributions to those of the first
attempt distributions.
Because the LID-system splicing technology outperformed the other splicing technologies, it was chosen as the baseline for comparing the relative cost per splice estimates of
other technologies. Figure 5illustrates the
incremental cost per splice for the profile
alignment, fixed V-groove and mechanical
splicing technology relative to the cost per
splice of the LID-system splicing technology.
Relative cost per splice estimates are provided
for the four different levels of core/clad concentricity performance and, correspondingly,
for the four maximum splice loss requirements. A positive percentage represents a
higher cost per splice than the local injection
and detection equipment, while anegative percentage represents alower cost per splice.
Cost per splice estimates were determined
using both 1,000 and 5,000 splices completed.
It is clear from the data that fiber geometry,
specifically core/clad concentricity, has a
major impact on splice loss and splice costs.
The higher the core/clad concentricity (coreto-cladding offset), the greater the splice loss.
Greater splice loss leads to higher splice costs
as the maximum splice loss requirement is
tightened. For cable TV systems with typical
maximum splice loss requirements of 0.05 dB
or 0.10 dB, splice costs can be significant,
depending upon the splicing technology and
fiber geometry used.
For very low splice loss requirements, LIDsystem splicing technology could reduce splicing costs by more than 20 percent over traditional profile alignment splicers due to their
greater tolerance of larger core-to-clad offsets.
However, as cable TV splice loss requirements
are relaxed, less expensive fixed V-groove
alignment splicing technologies could emerge
as the most cost-effective solution. Fixed Vgroove alignment splicers offer savings in capital investment and could make an attractive
choice for system restoration and maintenance.
As fiber moves deeper into cable TV systems, the demand for quick and cost-effective
splicing techniques will increase. The exacting
geometry tolerances of optical fiber and the
host of available splicing technologies will
help provide cable TV engineers and technicians with cost-effective solutions for fiber
splicing. CIED
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FIBER ENCLOSURES

splice n'oenvirneg_emei What is a
breathable fiber
optic closure?

By George Steenton and David Stehlin,
Keptel Inc.
\er the past decade, fiber optic cable has
become the transmission medium of choice in
almost all high-capacity telephony, data and
video applications. Fiber's advantages are
many and well-documented, and almost all the
components that make up afiber network
have been refined to the point that each is
very reliable and relatively easy to use.
As the convergence of the telecom and
CATV industries speeds up the deployment of
fiber in the feeder and possibly the distribution plant, factors that afew years ago were
not very important become paramount. Craftfriendliness is now akey concern because
speed of installation and the ability to effectively and quickly rearrange signal distribution
will greatly influence the service provider's
ability to compete. Because the service
provider will be installing more systems in a
compressed period of time, more craft will be
needed. Additionally, their overall level of
experience with fiber may decrease, all with-
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out an increase in supervision. Finally, the
cost of the entire system must come way down
if fiber is to continue to push its way toward
the video or telephone subscriber. Overall system cost is, in alarge part, afunction of the
cost of its components—so the cost of each
high volume or expensive item, such as closures, must be closely reviewed.
Of course, the quality of the components
and the system as awhole will have to be better than ever. Not only do subscribers expect
higher quality, but lower maintenance expense
is akey to aservice provider's long-term competitiveness and viability. Quality of the signal, whether voice, video or data, is clearly a
major selling point and service providers cannot afford to be at adisadvantage in this
regard.
One area that can have amajor effect on
the cost of afiber network is splicing. The
components of asplice point, namely the
splice closure and organizers, fusion or
mechanical splicing equipment, the installation techniques and the labor to install the
splice, together form amajor portion of the

total system expense. Typically asplice point
takes alarge number of man-hours to complete because of cable preparation, closure
assembly, actual splicing, closure close-up and
mounting.
An area often overlooked, but one that actually causes major dismay among splicers and
network engineers alike, is splice point reentry. Because of acustomer's demand for
additional services or the need for system
rearrangement, splice points are often opened
to add acable, splice dark fiber or reconfigure
working fibers. Some closures in busy areas
are opened frequently.
These re-entries often cannot be planned,
but they can be made less painful. As fiber
moves out into the feeder and distribution portions of the network one can expect more
splice points than in the trunk, because there is
agreater need for cable drops, additions and
rearrangements. Also, the cable lengths
designed for the loop are shorter.
All this adds up to asubstantial investment
in time and equipment. While it is clear that
splicing in general is an area where significant
improvements and cost reductions are possible, the focus of this article is the use and viability of arelatively new product: breathable
fiber optic closures in above-ground splicing
applications.
A more apt description of this closure
would be an aerial weather-tight fiber closure,
because the only free-breathing points are two
small screened areas on the bottom which
allow the free exchange of air, but prevent
insect, dust, rodent and driving rain penetration. The two free breathing ports allow equalization of air temperature inside the closure vs.
outside the closure and aflow route for air,
thus reducing or eliminating condensation
buildup caused by humidity.
All closures, regardless of design, will suffer from interior moisture build-up. Because
of exposure to sunlight or other generated heat
sources, closures, pedestals and enclosures all
build up heat greater than the outside ambient
temperature. This greenhouse effect, when
coupled with moisture or humidity in the air,
causes condensation to form inside the closure. Even in atotally sealed closure, moisture
from the air inside the closure, moisture that
comes in through the cable, or moisture that
leeches through the plastic cover of the closure will cause condensation to form inside
the closure.
Without ameans of releasing the moisture
there is the possibility that if it gathers on bare
fiber and the temperature drops to freezing,
microbends could occur. Leading fiber manufacturers have stated in various technical doc-
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FIBER ENCLOSURES
uments that the coatings extruded over bare
fiber stops water penetration in extreme heat
and cold. Bellcore's Technical Reference TR20, the industry standard for fiber quality, is
met by anumber of fiber manufacturers
including AT&T and Corning. Engineers at
Bellcore have stated that fiber meeting TR-20
can be effectively and safely placed above
ground.
While this requirement is key to the use of
any breathable closure, the successful implementation of the closure in the field rests
with its ability to be craft friendly and physically capable of withstanding the harsh realities of the aerial plant. Previous aerial closures for both copper and fiber have failed
because of substandard designs, susceptibility
to rodent infestation and poor material selection.
The purpose of an aerial fiber splice closure
is to provide environmental protection for the
fiber cable and splices, maintain the mechanical integrity of the cable by duplicating or
anchoring the cable strength member, and provide aworkable area to allow easy access for
maintenance or expansion.
Until recently fiber closures have been
generically deployed into the field and have
been totally sealed, pressurized units, used in
buried, underground (manhole or handhole),
pedestal, or aerial applications. Free breathing
fiber closures are solely for above ground/aerial deployment.
The closures, as well as the fiber, should be
designed to last afull 20-plus years. The
sophisticated customer base should not have to
worry about the cable plant once it is installed,
and the inevitable closure re-entries and

rearrangements should be accomplished with
ease, not pain.
Finally, breathable closures, because of the
elimination of hermetic seals, should be significantly lower in cost. Recent studies show a
per piece savings of 35 percent to 50 percent
in the closure price alone when compared to
fully sealed closures. This savings does not
include the grommet drilling kits, heat shrink
sealing devices and re-entry kits often found in
older sealed closures.
After talking with hundreds of seasoned
craftsmen, alist of features that would make
their installation job significantly easier and
shorter was created. The list includes:
V Come complete with all the necessary parts
for completing asplice, without complicated
re-entry kits or myriad parts or special tools.
V Pass the stringent rodent resistance tests
conducted at the Denver Wildlife Center.
V Provide self-sizing cable seal grommets to
eliminate errors that occur when sealing grommets are cut or drilled.
V Offer independently sealed cable ports,
strength member tiedowns and cable sheath
tiedowns so as not to disturb already installed
cables when adding cables.
V All hardware should be corrosion resistant,
preferably stainless steel.
V The closure housing should be of ahard
plastic design, resistant to U.V., chemicals,
drop, impact, cold and heat stresses, and
rodents.
V Require no mastics or tapes for sealing
cables or covers.
V Channel condensation out of the closure
and equalize temperature inside the closure via
vent ports.

How far do we go to
support customers with
our fiber interconnect
products and services?

V Allow for in-line express or butt splicing
capability.
V Accommodate either single-fusion or mass
fusion fiber splicing trays.
V Route and store excess fiber bundles while
allowing easy access to each one after storage.

Reliability and Testing
Fiber optic closures should withstand abattery of environmental tests to ensure their reliability in the field. Testing by the manufacturer, in conjunction with an independent lab
source to established industry standard specifications such as Bellcore TR-771, TR-950 and
TR-1368, is the minimum necessary requirement to provide long-term reliability in the
field.
Environmental and mechanical tests from
these TR- specifications cover abroad range,
including thermal aging, cable pull out, impact
for cold and warm temperatures, weathertightness (dust), simulated driving rain, chemical
resistance, temperature and humidity, ultraviolet resistance, salt fog, and rodent resistance.
Fiber offers extremely high reliability and
lowers overall system maintenance costs, so it
is imperative that the splice closure offer the
same reliability to ensure overall system
integrity.

Conclusions
As fiber continues to move deeper into the
network, old methods for installation and antiquated opinions on protection must be revisited. The convergence of the telecom and
CATV industries will encourage service
providers to speed up installations and lower
costs. CED
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TELECOM PERSPECTIVE

1550 gear
catv: quietly
comes on line
By Fred Dawson

L

ightwave technology operating in the 1550 nanometer
(nm) transmission "window" has suddenly emerged as
asignificant factor in the fast-paced network expansion
arena, challenging long-standing engineering doubts
about the viability of optical amplification as acornerstone of system design.

Is 1550 nm gear cable's hidden ace?
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During the past few months, agrowing number of
system engineers have turned to high-power transmitters and optical amplifiers operating in the 1550 region,
where optical loss is minimal, to support long-distance
AM cable transmission across large, regionally integrated franchise territories. Cable systems using such
links can now be found in Rochester, N.Y., San Diego,
Toronto, Montreal, Indianapolis, Detroit, Long Island,
N.Y. and many other localities.
At the same time, many cable and telephone companies have begun looking at using 1550 nm equipment
to help achieve the most cost-effective design balance
for "multicasting" AM and digital fare while "pointcasting" digitally to the local distribution fiber node.
Rising interest in 1550 nm as atransmission path in
the distribution plant is fueled in part by the possibilities surrounding wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM), which is moving beyond the ability to combine 1310 nm and 1550 nm signals over asingle fiber
to "high-density" WDM involving four or
more wavelengths in the 1550 nm region. By
far, the biggest application in cable to date has
been in long-haul supertrunking, where the
list of MSOs making use of 1550 nm gear,
with varying degrees of intensity, now
includes Tele-Communications Inc., Time
Warner Cable, Cox, Comcast, Rogers
Cablesystems, C-TEC Cable, Videotron and
Cablevision Systems Corp.
But the technology is beginning to make its
way into distribution plant as well, starting
with Cablevision Systems, which for along
time stood as the lone 1550 nm proponent in
cable, and followed recently by Comcast,
whose officials refuse to discuss their applications. George Fletcher, senior marketing vice
president at Texscan, says his firm's 1550 nm
product line is now finding as many, if not
more uses in distribution plant than in longhaul applications.
"We have alot of long-haul point-to-point
links going in," he says, "but, if you start
looking at the costs of transmitting 750 MHz
to one to three nodes using 1310 nm DFBs
(distributed feedback lasers) versus 30 to 40
nodes using ahigh-power 1550 nm transmitter and optical amplifiers, 1550 nm becomes
very attractive."
Texscan is now taking orders on 80 milliwatt (mW) as well as 40 mW transmitters,
Fletcher says. In both cases, he notes, with a
load of 80 AM TV channels per link, specifications for 0dBm received optical power at
the node include acarrier-to-noise figure of 52
dB and distortion figures of -65 dB or below.
For example, at the 40 mW level, the transmitter would be able to deliver 80 channels of
AM TV through four separate 40 kilometer
links, each of which delivers these node specs.
The transmitters, combining unmodulated
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"chirpless" output from 1550 DFBs with optically linearized Mach
Zehnder modulators and optical amplifiers, are supplied to Texscan by
Synchronous Communications, which also markets the equipment
under its own name. So far, virtually all the 1550 CATV systems now
in operation in the United States, Canada and Europe were supplied
through these two firms. But this is about to change, as ScientificAtlanta, AT&T and other vendors prepare to put product on the market.
"We're seeing aneed for high-power transmission systems in avariety of applications," says Greg Hardy, director of fiber and distribution
product marketing at Scientific-Atlanta. "1550 is definitely afactor."
S-A plans to introduce 1550 transmitters and other components in the
near future, Hardy says. "This technology is becoming more refined.
The economics are making more sense."
The use of 1550 technology in long-haul applications begins with the
cost-efficiencies of AM versus digital transport for multicast CATV
services. Fletcher tells of an instance involving aSouth American telephone company where his company bid
on an RFP calling for digital links to
interconnect CATV territories over
large regions. "We also threw in abid
based on 1550 nm technology," he
says. "They needed some long-distance
links, some as much as 120 km, with
10 different hub sites delivering 32
channels for RF distribution. The 1550
solution was one-half the cost in the
forward direction, delivering 80 AM
channels instead of 32 digital. They
bought it, and we're using digital in the
return direction."
Time Warner's cable operation in
Rochester, N.Y. recently chose 1550
nm equipment from Synchronous to help meet system consolidation
requirements, linking three hubs at distances up to 26 miles for delivery
of a550 MHz AM payload. "The system is performing very well," says
Tom Foster, vice president of engineering at Greater Rochester
Cablevision. "It definitely solves abig problem."
"We see agood opportunity for our products in this area," says Mike
Powell, managing director of Integrated Optical Components, aBritish
firm. "The (U.S.) telephone and cable companies are very clear about
their needs along these lines." IOC and its competitors, which, in the
United States, include Corning, United Technologies and Crystal
Technologies, are specialists in the glass components, as well as all
types of fiber, that make lightwave multiplexing possible.
An executive at one of these firms, asking not to be named, says
the market push is especially strong from US West and Pacific
Telesis, which have aggressive video expansion programs. "When
you start shunting AM video around big territories like the L.A.
Basin, you need alot of power and plenty of bandwidth," he says.
Developers say the value of 1550 nm systems resides in several factors, starting with the fact that light signals at that wavelength travel
farther than light at other wavelengths, registering about 0.25 dB per
km optical loss over fiber designed for 1310 nm transmissions, versus
0.40 dB per km for 1310 transmissions over the same fiber. In addition, optical amplification, while possible at 1310 nm, is much more
efficient at 1550 nm.
One of the key optical component breakthroughs supporting ever
improving performance levels are the "optically linearized" Mach
Zehnder modulators, which reduce electronic circuitry requirements in
the transmitter, vastly improving reliability over earlier types of high-
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power externally modulated transmitters. Reliable Mach Zehnders are
vital to the economics of 1550 nm because akey drawback for 1550
nm was the signal dispersion effects when light at this wavelength is
sent through fiber that was "dispersion nulled" for 1310 nm.
Developers say the external modulation devices avoid the "chirp" of
directly modulated lasers, overcoming the dispersion problem. "Our
devices for analog applications are extremely well-suited to high-power
1550 nm output," Powell says. "Dispersion is not aproblem."
Powell and others say the pressure on component manufacturers is
especially strong from systems suppliers who are competing for the
business of local exchange carriers. "Scientific-Atlanta (system supplier
to US West for its video dialtone trial in Omaha) is abig factor in our
efforts right now," notes an engineer at GEC-Marconi Materials
Technology Ltd., asking not to be named.
At Rogers Cablesystems, Senior Vice President of Engineering Nick
Hamilton-Piercy notes the company plans to deploy a1550 nm link over
a50-km inter-city route. The technology is alower cost alternative to digital,
which Rogers is also using in some
areas, Hamilton-Piercy says, "but it's
still more expensive than we'd like."
Whether costs come down depends in
part on how many vendors succeed in
providing 1550 nm systems that meet
network operation requirements. The
suppliers of the optical components will
have much to say about whether those
requirements can be met.
The next breakthrough for 1550 nm
is high-density WDM, which will open
the way for combining 30- to 40-node
scale delivery of standard AM cable
with narrowcast, high-capacity transmitters that can serve multiple nodes on
adedicated "virtual channel" basis.
Fletcher says the question isn't so much
atechnical one for getting to acommercial four-wavelength WDM tier as
it is amatter of demand.
"It's analogous to the need for AM-specified DFBs," he explains.
"Everything has to be spec'd at narrow wavelengths." The four windows
under development at Synchronous and Texscan would be in the 1530
nm to 1560 nm range. "Customers are interested, so we're starting to toy
with it," Fletcher says. "It's probably six or eight months down the road."
Some developers are looking at moving to fiber lasers, anew technology, as alow-cost way to supply narrow wavelength transmitters.
Fiber lasers, employing the stimulated emission properties of erbium
doped fiber amplification, can be easily fabricated to produce very narrow, highly predictable wavelengths within the 1550 nm window, says
Greg Ball, aresearcher at United Technologies Corp. Developers at
United's Research Center in East Hartford, Conn. report they have
made low-noise fiber lasers with output linewidths so narrow that eight
separate wavelengths can be multiplexed together in the range between
1530 nm and 1560 nm.
While narrow linewidths along these lines have been achieved with
other, more expensive laser designs, the use of fiber lasers points to the
likelihood that narrow-linewidth devices will become available in the
not-too-distant future at prices competitive with today's workhorse, the
distributed feedback laser. "We're at apoint where high density wavelength multiplexing is becoming feasible," says Vince Borelli, chairman
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and founder of Synchronous. "It could change
the design equation for last-mile distribution as
well as the longer-haul applications."
Despite growing enthusiasm, 1550 nm technology hasn't reached mainstream status, with
the exception of the very long-haul AM transport market. Lack of publicity, fueled in part
by cable operator reticence about technical
strategies, is part of the reason. Not long ago,
the regional engineering strategist for atop
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MS0 responded to queries about the viability
of 1550 nm technology for his long-haul needs
with, "Last Iheard, this was...a good two years
off from being available commercially." Now,
several months later, his group is installing
1550 nm links to serve interconnection needs
in its largest system.
But cable companies remain reluctant to
discuss such plans these days. "We're in an
all-out war, and we need to be careful," says
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one engineering executive, declining to discuss his firm's largescale deployment of 1550
nm links. Cable industry reluctance to discuss
1550 nm strategies may be of little use, however, given the pursuit of 1550 nm solutions
within the telephone community.
There, starting with now-commonplace
long-distance applications, 1550 nm has
often figured in long-term planning, but has
yet to win any known commitments at the
local distribution level. This could quickly
change given the immediate needs of aggressive network developers like Pacific Bell and
US West. "Bellcore is all over this," says a
leading vendor executive, asking not to be
named. "It's silly for cable people to think
they can have
the technology for themselves."
It's safe to
say that there
will be significant use of
1550 nm technology in the
distribution
plant as well
as interconnection links
of cable and
telephone networks. But the ever declining
price per milliwatt of 1310 nm DFB lasers
ensures that each project will require careful
weighing of options at both wavelength
regions.
Lawrence Stark, senior vice president of
marketing at Ortel Corp., asupplier of 1310
nm DFBs, says costs are dropping at arate of
20 percent per year. He reports his company's
calculations show that it is now as cheap to
build an all-passive hybrid fiber/coax network
in the "fiber deep" mode as it is to build a
fiber overlay to 2,000-home nodes.
"In three years it will be ano-brainer to go
to all-passive in new construction," Stark says,
though he acknowledges the cost benefits for
upgrades are not as clear. As S-A's Hardy
notes, the key point in recognizing the arrival
of the 1550 nm option is that it allows network designers to be creative, mapping topology to immediate requirements, no matter
which parameters for future needs they choose
to bet on.
"We're seeing different schools of
thought," he notes. "You can WDM or you
can go in with digital on asecond fiber or you
can use asingle laser for each node, combining digital and analog over the same wavelength. There's alot to look at." CED
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Engineering
Consortium expands
training locus
More broadband
issues

By Patrick J. Etchart

T
he information technology industry is at the

.

threshold of anew age. New engineering and
scientific advances promise untold services for
consumers and nearly unlimited opportunities
for those companies
that can mold innovative solutions to
meet the increasingly complex challenges that lie
ahead.
The convergence
of new technologies
and industries,
increasingly competitive national and
international global
markets, and growing consumer expectations represent just
afew of the challenges facing professionals today in the
information technology industry. To
meet those challenges, industry
must be prepared to
embrace new developments and strategies in the marketplace and be willing
to adapt to rapidly
changing conditions.
One organization
that has been evolving to meet the new
challenges of changing technologies is
the International
Engineering Consortium (IEC), anon-profit
cooperative dedicated to educating professionals in the information industry. The
Consortium celebrated its 50th anniversary
this year and marked the occasion by
announcing aname change to better reflect the

realities of aglobal economy.
Previously called the National Engineering
Consortium, IEC Director of Media Relations
Jim Cullen says the name change "better
reflects the IEC's and industry's expansion
into the global marketplace." The original

National Engineering Consortium was founded near the end of World War II in 1944 by
several industry leaders, as well as professors
from Northwestern University, the Illinois
Institute of Technology, and other universities,
with the objective of developing techniques

•

"for professionals to continue making new discoveries." Robert Janowiak, one of the original founders, remains as executive director of
the Consortium. Since its formation, the
Consortium has continued to evolve into one
of the better-known organizations in the nation
providing education for industry.
Headquartered in Chicago, the IEC is a
cooperative association of industry and academic institutions that examines where the information industry has been, where it is going,
and what future issues need to be addressed.
The Consortium, says Cullen, "looks to stimulate communications between industry and
educators...to make one aware of the other,
which is beneficial to both."
The centerpiece of the IEC's efforts are a
series of educational forums held throughout
the year and culminating
this year with the 1994
National Communications
Forum scheduled
September 19-21 in
Chicago. An estimated
3,000 people are expected
to attend NCF94,
described by the IEC as
the ultimate innovative
educational experience for
both established companies and new entrants
worldwide. It boasts
approximately 150 class
offerings covering arange
of core subject areas,
referred to as "tracks."
The IEC also organizes
an annual Eastern
Communications Forum, a
Western Communications
Forum, and special technology-specific sessions as
part of its TecForum
Series. A Multimedia
ComForum and a
Broadband ComForum are
scheduled in Denver this
year from October 17-19
and October 19-21,
respectively. The Denver
sessions, according to IEC
Program Coordinator Dan
Hutton, will focus on all
aspects of multimedia and
broadband, "looking at every aspect of transporting information into the home through the
cable box." Colorado Springs will be the site
of next year's Western Communications
Forum, scheduled March 7-8, 1995.
Hutton described the IEC forums as "all-
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THE FOURTH CONVERGENCE '94' CONFERENCE

OPPORTUNITIES ON THE
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
sue

ERGEN C

Development of the Information Superhighway is the single
most important issue facing the telecommunications industry
today. It is defining the options and opportunities for the
coming year, and the coming century. The second annual
Convergence 94TM Information Superhighway conference
will focus on those business opportunities which are now
coming into focus. Unlike other conferences which simply
debate the merits of different approaches, the Convergence
'94TM Information Superhighway conference will expose
and examine the practical, realistic business, consumer, governmental and educational opportunities on the Information
Superhighway. If your company expects to play arole, this
(onwn;clicc f Indu trie ,,
conference is amust. Come and hear from the experts while
you network with others who have been charged with mapping
out their companies' trip down the Information Superhighway.

CONFERENCE
SPEAKERS
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TUTORIALS
mo.\1).1):NOVEMBER

•Opportunities in Business
Applications

Opportunities on the
Internet: Applications
and Fundamentals
(Design and manage your ou
on-line service)
National Information
Fundamentals:
Technology and Public
Policy Tutorial

Larry Conley, Manager.
Fordstar Sat Comm Network

•Information Super Toll
Road: Revenue Issues

PHILIPS

Larry Yokel President,
Convergence Industry Associates

•Policy Issues: Universal
Access, Privacy and
Intellectual Property Rights

-*PRODIGY
Service

John Kuglin. Director,
.I.C. S'parkinan Center for
Educational Technology

Scientific
Atlanta

Dan Hagan, Vice President &
Group Manager, Chilton Research
Stuart Rommiller, Senior Analyst,
Fitch Investors Service
NOTE: SESSION TOPICS AND SPEAKERS
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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encompassing with something for everyone."
The forums will generally focus on approximately 15 tracks with associated class offerings. What is offered in the form of classroom
topics is generally decided ayear in advance
through aprocess initiated by the IEC's
Executive Council. That council consists of
more than 325 representatives from 21 major
information industries as well as representatives from university affiliates. The IEC is
affiliated with 57 major engineering universities, including recent additions from Canada
and Mexico. The global focus of the IEC is
further illustrated by recent invitations to
European universities, with new affiliations
expected in the near future from England,
France and Ireland.
The industry and academic leaders who participate in the Executive Council meet periodically to review new technologies and issues,
offer insight into emerging technologies and
direct IEC programs. Based on what the
Executive Council may see as "hot topics" in
the information industry, forums covering specific themes will be organized. The topics will
be researched, instructional material prepared
and courses presented by industry representatives or university professors who are experts
in aparticular field.
Among the 54 tracks offered at NCF94 are
sessions on Fiber-in-the-Loop, Content
Creation and Distribution, Broadband and
ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), the
Business of Cable TV and its Services,
National Information Infrastructure, Global
AIN (Advanced Intelligent Network), Network
Reliability and Survivability, Wireless
Applications, Competition in the Local Loop,

41)

What does NCF94 offer cable professionals? Quite alot, according to Cullen. In addition to providing the opportunity to interact
with the university segment in anoncommercial atmosphere, it allows cable professionals
the opportunity to learn about and see new
information technologies, witness how new
processes can be applied and learn about
emerging trends and business strategies.
Jim Bauer, vice president of marketing for
ANTEC, aleading supplier of technology integrator and broadband products, agrees. "The
NCF is not atrade show," says Bauer. "It is an
educational and technology exchange forum
where engineers, architects and the leadership
in engineering information fields exchange
ideas and discuss future trends, both domestically and internationally."
NCF94 also offers what are called
TecPreviews as acomplement to classroom
education. Participants can view and assess
current and near-term future technologies with
demonstrations hosted by engineers and technology concept experts.
Cullen sees an expanding role for the IEC
in the years ahead as the information technology industry continues to make new discoveries
and explores new arenas for customer service
as part of the burgeoning information superhighway. "Information technology," says
Cullen, "is making it all possible." But he
wonders if industry is fully considering all the
practical applications. "It's one thing to have
it, it's another to have practical uses that can
help make life easier and better for the consumer." CIED
Mr. Etchart is aDenver-based freelance
journalist.

Marketing Tactics for aNew Competitive
Environment, Digital Switching, the
Infrastructure of Cable Television, Advanced
Network Technologies and Applications, and
Regulatory and Public Policy Issues.
Cullen stresses the importance of interaction
between industry and the academic community, and notes that the IEC's University
Program fosters that interaction. Through the
University
Program,
sponsoring
organizations
provide grants
that enable
some 200 professors and
100 students
the opportunity to participate in
NCF94. These participants work closely with
attendees from all sectors of the information
industry to help identify current trends and
challenges. The IEC believes this interaction
provides professors with new ideas and materials to expand their educational capabilities,
which ultimately leads to improved classroom
presentations.
Cullen says the disciplines of the professors
cover abroad spectrum that mirror the convergence of the industry, ranging from electrical
engineering, business administration, and computer science to public policy, information
technology and communications. The new university Student Program initiated this year represents an expanded commitment to education by the IEC.
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Metrotek's new
fiber test set
ELMSFORD, N.Y.—Metrotek Industries Inc.
is offering afiber optic test set, Model D410,
asimple alternative for checking fiber optic
cables and connectors. It's easy to use and
small enough to fit into ashirt pocket, according to the company.
The bargraph indicator measures absolute
optical power in 2dBm steps. Available with
ST or SMA connectors, the D410 frees up
more costly test equipment when all that is
required is aquick operational test. Because it
contains both asource and areceiver, the D410
can be used to test ajumper or aspool of cable.
A pair of testers can be used to test long fiber
runs between equipment bays or buildings.
The D4I0 is intended primarily for general
field maintenance and installation work.
Circle Reader Service number 60

Multi-test platform

VANIER, Quebec—EXFO has launched the
OTDR Kit universal test platform, atoolbox
of fiber optic test equipment. The versatile kit
can be configured to fit almost any fiber testing needed.
The user can combine any three of the following test cards: singlemode OTDR, multimode OTDR, automatic attenuation meter
and fiber optic talk set.
A CW light source or
visual fault locator
plus apower meter can
also be added. The
entire platform is run
OTDR kit
by acompact, notebook computer that can run other computer
applications as well.
This card-based OTDR has all of the features of aconventional OTDR: full fiber
analysis, real-time averaging, event zooming,
signature overlay, 2-point analysis and splice
loss measurement.
Other features of the kit include: trace management software (DocuNet); mass storage
capability; large, easy-to-read display; easy
mouse or keyboard operation; file and batch
printing; and complimentary software
upgrades.
Circle Reader Service number 61

Video link system

ORISKANY, N.Y.—Fiber Instrument Sales has
added the Fiber Optic Video Link System to

106

Stabilized
laser source
its line of equipment. The system 1, designed
for transmitting high quality video in any standard format over much longer distances than
are possible with coaxial cable. In addition,
the system provides additional security and
distance capabilities up to four kilometers.
The system features abuilt-in automatic
gain control which adjusts automatically for
varying cable lengths. Video Link accepts ST
style fiber optic connectors using 50/125 or
62.5/125 core/clad lam fibers. Having a10
MHz bandwidth capability with alink budget
of 16 dB, the system is equipped with astatus
bi-color LED. The LED indicates the presence
of video signals and aproperly operating system. Operating temperature is from Oto 50
degrees Centigrade.
This ruggedized
system is immune
to the efkcts of
radiated interference, high voltage
differentials,
water, ground
loops and the
Fiber optic video link
effects of hazsystem
ardous environ-

PENACOOK, N.H.-LightScan Advanced
Technologies is offering the LightScan
Stabilized Laser Source model 1ST 2135,
featuring asingle port design for testing at
both 1310 nm and 1550 mn without the
need to change connections. Output power

ments, says the company.
Circle Reader Service number 62

Optical test converter

AUSTIN, Texas-3M Telecom Systems
Division has announced the Photodyne 5350
modular optical test instrument, amodular
tray attachment with optical modules that converts anotebook computer into afull-featured
optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR).
The Photodyne 5350 enables the operator
to develop adetailed automatic analysis of the
fiber optic line being tested by pressing asingle button. In addition, the 5350 has all of the
features of an OTDR, including measurement,
historical analysis
and tracking.
The 5350 is targeted at installation
contractors, telcos,
or telecommunications site managers
requiring fiber optic
test equipment that
PhotodyneTM 5350
modular ootical test
has all the features
instrumen`
of an OTDR, but at
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Stabilized laser source
model LST 2135

is stabilized to provide accurate, repeatable
performance for all applications. Power
options include an AC wall cube,
rechargeable nickel-cadmium or alkaline
batteries.
Users can choose to transmit acontinuous wave; amodulated wave at 270 Hz, 1
kHz, or 2kHz; or they can automatically
scan the modulated frequencies. A built-in
stand allows hands-free operation and continuous self testing assures accuracy. In
addition, the unit has a24-month warranty.
Circle Reader Service number 68

amore economical price.
Additionally, the 5350 modular tray holds
up to three optical modules, or two optical
modules and abattery module, depending on
the application. Multiple 5350s may be added
to asingle computer, offering limitless expansion to cover all types of testing of multimode
or singlemode fiber optic cable.
Six optical modules can be used in the
Photodyne 5350: multimode modules at 850
nm, plus adual-wavelength module running
850 nm/1300 nm; singlemode modules at 1300
nm and 1550 nm, plus adual-wavelength 1310
nm/1550 nm. Optional battery modules enable
the optical modules to be operated without an
external power source.
Circle Reader Service number 63

Fiber talk set

HICKORY, N.C.-Siecor Corp. has introduced
afull-featured fiber optic talk set, the FTS110. The FTS-110 high-powered LED based
set operates on both singlemode and multimode fibers up to 60 km or more; or 30 dB
range. The full duplex operation permits
simultaneous talk/listen capability like stan-

dard telephone conversation over one fiber. It
incorporates acall feature, similar to atelephone "ring," to indicate conversation. Each
set is rechargeable and includes alow-battery
indicator.
The talk set offers noise-canceling, handsfree headsets to simplify communication for
field splicing and installations, emergency
restorations, and routine testing and maintenance, when standard telephone service may
not be available.
The use of fiber talk sets provides anumber
of advantages over other communications
alternatives, according to Siecor. Conventional
copper talk sets won't work on optical fiber
cables, and cellular options can add costs to
cover remote sites. Radio sets can be crowded
and noisy and may lack range.
Siecor's line of talk sets also includes the
FTS-100, alaser-based talk set with up to 80
km range, plus singlemode and multimode versions of the smalITALK® fiber communicators,
which provide walkie-talkie style operation.
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CD quality audio/video

BOHEMIA, N.Y.-Fiber Options Inc. has introduced its Series 1240B fiber optic links for
transmitting video and stereo audio signals
incorporating 18-bit digital audio signal processing technology.
Systems in the
series convert
video and two
Series 12408 fiber optic
channels of stereo
audio to broadcastquality digital signals that are transmitted over
asingle optical fiber. The signals are then
reconstructed without degradation. Employing
18-bit delta-sigma analog-to-digital audio signal processing with asampling rate of 48 kHz
ensures that distortion is kept very low
throughout the system. Systems also include
two low-speed (50 baud) CMOS-level signals.
Links include optical AGC circuitry and
require no field adjustment either at installation or periodically thereafter. The transmitter
includes both avideo-presence and a10-segment audio-levels indicator. The receiver
includes aLevel/LossTM LED that indicates
loss of received optical power, should it occur.
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Conversion enclosure

FRANKLIN PARK, 111.-Reliance Comm/Tec
Corporation's Reliable Electric Division is

announcing its
OPFOTV II,
an aboveground cabinet
designed to
house fiber
optic and
coaxial distribution equipOPFOTV11, an abovement.
ground cabinet
The upright
OPFOTV11
cabinet houses an optical node (including
the Jerrold SX and ANTEC Gateway systems), fiber splice enclosure and up to 200
feet of optical cable. Mounting accommodations are also provided for combining an
optical node, fiber optic splice unit, amplifier, directional coupler, power inserter, tap
and splitters.
Hinged removable front and rear doors,
lower front cover and aremovable cap permit
360-degree access for efficient installation of
distribution equipment.
The internal components consist of a
mounting plate, cable arrangement brackets
and agrounding system. All components are
manufactured from heavy gauge, mill-galvanized steel and are treated with apatented
nine-step finishing process.
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Digital transmitter tester

MORGAN HILL, Calif.-Anritsu Wiltron has
introduced the MS8604A, adigital mobile
transmitter tester designed to make high
speed measurements. The integration of digital signal processing and an Anritsu algorithm combine to make fast and accurate
measurements of NADC, PDC and PHP
transmitters.
The MS8604A can measure burst modulation accuracy in less than one second and can
measure occupied bandwidth, spurious emissions and leakage power of adjacent channels
in two seconds or less. Typical spectrum analyzers take up to 10 seconds to perform similar measurements. A built-in power meter
calibrates the analyzer to ±0.5 dB accuracy.
The MS8604A
combines a100 Hz8.5 GHz spectrum
analyzer with a400
kHz-2.1 GHz digital modulation analyzer.
MS8604A, a digital
Circle Reader
mobile transmitter
Service number 67
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ompetition in the brave new world ahead will focus
on price, quality, service and marketing. Prime concerns in the technical community will be the quality
and reliability of the product, and the capital and operating expenses which are at
the root of the price
structure.
Cable TV could parrot the telephone
company with fully redundant routes and
equipment, fiber to the tap, costly central
power with eight-hour battery standby and
comprehensive round-the-clock status
monitoring. Systems could be designed for
the highest possible performance under the
most unlikely adverse conditions. This
could be done.
But, it is more likely that the telcos,
without 99 percent subscriber penetration
and guaranteed return on investment, will
shift their emphasis toward reducing capital and operating expenditures while compromising quality and reliability. It is interesting to observe that, released from
monopoly utility protections, telcos will be
faced with the same laws of physics and
economics as cable TV, albeit with deeper
pockets.

Quality,
price
and
reliability

Cable's technological leadership

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates
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There was atime when cable TV technology depended heavily on research at
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Not so now.
Thanks to ATC and Jim Chiddix, cable TV produced
the successful amplitude modulation technology for
fiber optic networks, once disdained by telcos. Thanks
to GI (Jerrold), cable TV has turned television technology on its head with the DigiCipher and DigiCable
AM/digital hybrids.
Telcos seem to be finding that AM fiber may serve
useful purposes after all. And the digital compression
and sophisticated AM techniques first exploited by GI
(Jerrold) may have provided the inspiration for the
development by telcos of the ADSL (asymmetric digital subscriber loop) as an interim technology for transmitting video on copper pairs until fiber to the home
becomes justifiable.
The original video dialtone (VDT) architecture was
conceived as areplication of the traditional public
switched telephone network (PSTN) with expanded
downstream bandwidth to accommodate a6MHz TV
channel. By analogy to central office switching in the
dial-up telephone system, separate VDT paths would
be established from the headend for whatever program
each subscriber dialed. ADSL would be well suited to
this concept.
A reality check of the competitive marketplace,
including the role of the independent and highly entrepreneurial consumer electronics industry, has transformed VDT into acommon carrier vehicle with

unspecified architecture.
ADSL and the centrally switched architecture are
inherently incompatible with cable-ready TV sets. As
aconsequence, the telco networks tend to look more
like cable TV networks, with fiber/coaxial hybrids,
and AM fiber optics carrying both multichannel
analog VSB/AM and amplitude modulated digital
carriers.
Telco boasts about the reliability of plain old telephone service (POTS) and the high quality of digital
transmission are at least arguable. After running
through all the voice mail options without finding any
way to communicate with flesh and blood, finding
numerous errors in directory information, and experiencing misdirected calls, one wonders about the availability of telephone communication. The compromises
required to squeeze digital video into copper pairs are
bound to degrade some pictures, especially those
involving rapid motion or scene changes.

Balancing reliability and price
The degree of reliability required for POTS is high,
though perhaps not immune to compromise in the
interest of cost reduction. Loss of entertainment video
during the Super Bowl, World Series, or aclimactic
soap opera scene can be catastrophic. But generally,
cable TV subscribers are reasonably tolerant of outages, providing recovery is prompt and effective.
Reliability can be expensive. The proper balance
between reliability and price will be determined in the
marketplace.
Telephone companies, seemingly eager to leave the
comfortable "cost plus" world, will soon come face-toface with the harsh realities of competition. Prudent
compromises with reliability and service quality in
favor of cost reduction are to be expected. Cable TV is
on the right track, improving performance with increasingly rich fiber penetration, shorter cascades, leakage
monitoring and standby powering.
Telcos are prone to claim near perfection, but at a
cost much too high to support competitive pricing
without the subsidies provided by allocating most of
the cost of integrated services to the POTS monopoly.
The genius of cable TV throughout its history has been
its unparalleled ability to produce marketable quality at
exceptionally low cost. Cable TV technicians and
engineers know how to deliver reliable, high quality
product.

Regulatory help
Redundancy, robust construction, conservative
design, fiber-rich upgrades, effective use of status
monitors, computer assisted and competent maintenance can be implemented, perhaps one step at atime,
to enhance the marketability of cable service at affordable incremental cost. With even-handed regulation,
cable TV should be able to adapt available technology
to produce amarketable product at lower prices than
telcos can offer without cross-subsidies. CED
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BOTTOM LINE
CONT=Tm Converter Service Makes You Money...

Let's face the facts... the longer acable converter provides
uninterrupted service to your subscriber.., the more money
you make.Breakdowns mean customers complain,
trucks roll, and time evaporates... sound familiar?
At CONTEC, we specialize in building
"strategic service partnerships"
with cable operators... NATIONWIDE.
By exceeding OEM standards, our
quality repairs withstand the test of time...
and so do our business relationships.

CONTEC LEADERSHIP PROVIDES:
El Computerized tracking of repairs
by serial number.
CI Experienced, factory trained technicians
D Stringent quality control procedures
El Security clearance of each shipment
El Efficient customer service
El Fast turnaround and delivery

BOTTOM LINE, CONTEC service centers
all work in harmony to keep your converters
where they belong.., in subscriber homes...
Anc, that makes you money!

CALL TODAY

1-800-382-2723
* CONTEC's Jerrold compatible replacement remote control units.
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THE LEADER IN CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY+
1023 State Street, P.O. Box 739, Schenectady, NY 12301-0739
Phone: (518)382-8000, FAX: (518)382-8452
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Get a Lock on Security
with Slam LockTM

A

nunlocked pedestal invites trouble...like vandalism

to the pedestal and the valuable equipment it protects.
Or worse, tampering to result in unauthorized, unbilled
Our Cable Integrated Services Network (CISN)

cable service to homes.

is a "blueprint" for building abroadband

ANTEC's Monarch brand of Slam Lock pedestals,

network that accommodates interactive services

built to ANTEC's design parameters by Reliance

in a 1GHz spectrum. The MONARCH family

Comm/Tec, lock automatically when they are closed.

of products provide outside plant equipment
for the broadband network.

Its self-locking mechanism assures with a"click" that
the pedestal is securely locked until the next service.
Unlocking by afield technician is simple with an
industry-standard Diversified Control key.
Monarch pedestals offer 360 degree access with
alift-off cover, allowing easy installation and maintenance
of the cable equipment inside. These ready-to-install
pedestals are available in avariety of sizes, as well as
metallic and non-metallic construction, to suit the needs
of any installation.
Monarch Slam Lock pedestals never forget to lock,
so that's one less step your technician has to remember.
To lock up security for your cable system, call your local
ANTEC network consultant or 1-800-TO-ANTEC.
Circle Reader Service No. 56
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